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FBI captures
man sought
ior questioning
By PAUL SERAFINI
Associated Press Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — James
Lewis, charged with trying to extort $1 million after the seven
Tylenol poisoning deaths in
Chicago, was captured at a
branch of the New York Public
Library because he liked writing
letters to newspapers, authorities
said.
Lewis, 36, was arrested without
incident Monday after an
esnployee in the library's midtown
annex called police and said,
"There's a look-alike of Mr. Lewis
here," according to Kenneth
Walton, deputy assistant director
of the FBI.
Lewis was reading a listing of
newspapers from around the
United States when he was
caught, Walton said.
The whereabouts of Lewis' wife,
Leann, 35, remained unknown
although she was believed to have
been in New York City with her
husband. She is wanted on a
federal warrant charging misuse
of a Social Security card while trying to obtain work in Chicago.
Clean-shaven and dressed in a
tan raincoat, Lewis was arraigned
in Manhattan late' Monday on
charges of unlawful flight to avoid
prosecution and extortion. U.S.
Magistrate Ruth Washington set
bail at $5 million and ordered a
preliminary hearing on Dec. 23.
Lewis allegedly demanded $1
million from Johnson & Johnson,
the manufacturer of ExtraStrength Tylenol, to prevent more
poisonings after seven people in
the Chicago area died from taking
capsules laced with cyanide. No
one has been arrested in the
deaths that occurred between
Sept. ?a and Oct I.
The FBI said Lewis admitted
his identity when arrested. But at
his arraignment, the suspect
refused to identify himself as
Lewis. His court-appointed attorney, John P. Curley, told the
magistrate that Lewis "chooses
not to answer at this point."
The government may have to
(Continued On Page 21

House tackles spending bill;
smote takes up gasoline tax
By CLIP?BAAS
Ainociated Press Willer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Hems
members are tackling an
emergency spending MI tint
Democratic leaders have alkeemeg
with a $5.4 billion preCbrialmise
package of public works }ohs,
housing aid, and assistance for the
unemployed.
The House was voting today on
the so-called contiming resolution
which the hinsedisek Congress
must pass*keep money flowing
to the federal government after
Frida y.
Besides considering the spending bill, the representatives are
also expected to vote on an
amendment that would, in effect,
raise their current annual salary
of $60,862.50 by thousands of
dollars.

The Senate, meanwhile, quashed a coneervative-led filibuster
Monday against•aidesi-o-gallon
hike is the federal paellas tax to
Beane* highway, bridge and mass
transit repair )ohs
Nonetheless, Senate leaders
concede that the measure. which
has the support of President
Reagan, still faces prolonged
debate before there is a final vote
After the 75-13 vote choking off
the filibuster, Senate Majority
Leader Reward H. Baker Jr., R.
Tenn.,said he expects the tax hike
to be approved, despite amendments from opponents who want
to dilute or kill the legislation
In addition. Democratic leaders
have said they will try to
ambotitata a $0.7 billion jobs
measure that would be financed
by limiting the benefits wealthy

'Inside job'suspected
following big cash heist
LAND BETWEEN THE LAKES AERIAL SEEDING — Wintering
waterfowl at TVA's Land Between The Lakes(LBL) will forage on
browse seeded aerially by a cooperative effort of the Kentucky
Waterfowl Alliance, the Kentucky Department of Fish and Wildlife
Resources and TVA. These agencies have sown rye grass on dem to
300 acres of Lake Etatidey's and LBL's Energy Lake mudEat&
hiudflats are areas of land exposed by the drawdown of the lakes to
their winter pool stage. Next spring, when the lakes begin filling to
their high summer pool stage,the decomposition of the grass will increase thesoolyrallead
TVA photo

By LAWM=laL11,AN
possibility it was an inside job,"
Aseoclated Pram Wrier
said Alice McGUlion, a deputy
NEW YORK (AP) — The rob- police commissioner.
bery of at least $5.3 million from
The loot stolen
an armored car company by two cluding $1 million Sunday, inin
masked men who left $20 million receipts from Yonker weekend
s Raceway,
and a scrawled taunt behind may had been picked up
by Sentry over
have been an "inside job," police the weekend from
several clients.
say.
New York police said company
The largest cash heist in U.S. officials initially reporte
d on Monhistory was aided by a flat roof on day that $1 million
had been
the Sentry Armored Car Courier taken, then revised
the count to
Co. that opened like a can of $5.3 million after "a very
detailed
beans, a lone guard, dogs that count."
didn't bark and a security system
But FBI spokesman Edward
that failed to sound the alarni, Gerrity mid Idenday that the
comauthorities stleitanclay.
pany laid thsagesey it was an MI
"We are investigating the
$Comineed
Pep II

Hubbord's misgivings kill Barkley home bill
WASHINGTON (AP) — A bill
sponsored by one Kentucky
senator that would have
designated the western Kentucky
home of former vice president
Alben Barkley a national historic
site has been killed in the House of
Representatives by another Kentucky politician.
The bill, sponsored by Sen.
Wendell Ford, had passed the
Senate by unanimous vote Friday
even though Ford had learned the
Reagan administration and the Interior Department opposed it.
It was then sent to the house
Monday, where a unanimous consent order was necessary to get

By JENNIE GORDON
Staff Writer
A local character, Jimmy
Gingles, says, "When I was about
six or seven, my dad returned
from a bankers' convention with
some nickle and dime magic
tricks and fooled rue. He really got
my goat. From that time on, I've
loved magic."
Gingles, the 27-year-old son of
Mr. and Mrs. Rob Gingles, is
scheduled to complete a degree in
radio and television at Murray
State University in August 1983.
As a student, Gingles is a host on
MSU-TV "Spotlight on Murray."
He is also a member of Pi Kappa
Alpha and Alpha Epsilon Rho.
Although his studies and school
activities occupy a great deal of
his time, he is managing to work
part-time in the area doing magic
shows for all kinds of groups.
"My first time before a real audience was in a seventh grade
assembly program at the old Murray High School auditorium. I did
all sorts of tricks, even an attempt
at levitation.
"After that I started entertaining groups of my friends. When I
was 18, a friend of mine, who was
working at a campground at KenLake, asked me to put on a show
for the campers ind it went over
real well."
Gingles later joined a band and
was responsible for entertaining
audiences between the band's
acts. Because the band and their
agent were based in St.
Petersburg, Fla., Gingles lived
and performed in Florida for
some time. He returned to
Calloway County long enough to
plant and harvest a 30-acre corn

Ile Fer Cagy

the bill on the calendar for action
before the current session ends.
Such orders are routinely given
in non-controversial cases, but if
even one member objects, the bill
must proceed through normal
committee channels.
And one person did object, U.S.
Rep. Carroll Hubbard, a
Democrat from western Kenhicky.
Hubbard objected to a part of
the measure that would have
given the Department of the Interior up to $700,000 to acquire The
Angles, as the Barkley house is
called, and to restore it.
"I know how revered the name
of Alben Barkley is," Hubbard

said Monday after telling the
House of his misgivings about the
bill.
"But $700,000 for the property is
outrageous.. and those who know
the facts agree with me."
After learning the Senate had
passed the bill on Friday, Hubbard said he asked five Paducah
real-estate agents to estimate the
house's value. He said none of
them estimated that the mansion,
built in 1853, and its surrounding
acreage was worth more than
$185,000.
He said the McCracken County
property valuation administrator's office said the

Land had an assessed value of
$134,700.
Ford who became interested in
having the Paducah mansion
designated a national landmark
six years ago, said he was dissappointed that Hubbard blocked the
bill.
Ford said Hubbard "ought te
know" that the bill was just an
authorization and that it did not
require the Interior Department
to spend the full $700,000 on the
mansion.
"This bill wouldn't have spent a
dime. It was only a starting point
to spend money in the future,"
Ford said. "Now we'll have to
start all over again."

taxpayers would renege from Ow
scheduled 10 percent personal us
come tea raW cut next Jody I
Other legislators here said they
will try to prevent large increases
in the price of natural gas expected chuing the current winter
heating season
'It would be a real donnybrook
'on the amendments t but you
won't call it a filibuster Raker
said
The stopgap bill the House was
voting on today is necessary
because Congress has passed only
three of the 13 realer aims& appropriations bills thst provide
money for government operations
and programs
A 'stopgap measure already in
place expires at midnight Friday,
and without a new measure the
government will technically be
broke Saturday morning.
The House bill would expire
March 15, 1913, meaning the becoming Nth Congress will have to
work on the money 0111s this lameduck session fails to pass
Since the stopgap bill must be
passed before adjournment,
legislators are jumping on it as
the last chance to gain enactment
of pet projects

cloudiness
Today increasing cloudiness,
windy and wanner. High In the
mid to upper 50. with south
winds 15 to 35 mph. Tonight
cloudy with a 40 percent chance
of light rain by morning Low
mid to upper 40s with south
winds 10 to 15 mph Wednesday
an 00 percent chance of rain.
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It's magic
Part-time magician does
shows for organizations

'...my dad returned from a bankers' convention with some fickle and
dime magic tricks and fooled me...From that time on, I've loved magic."
— Jimmy Gingles
crop before he moved to Houston,
Texas, where he had a job and
worked on the side doing magic
tricks.
Finally, with moving from place
to place behind, Gingles came
back home to finishing educational requirements for his career
in radio and television without excluding his magic,of course.
"I have no two shows alike.
Each presentation is appropriately geared for the type of audience
present." Gingles has entertained
all kinds, including children,
elderly, mentally retarded and
party groups.

Of nationally famous magicians
Gingles says, "I don't have the
money to compete with someone
like Doug Henning in creating an
illusion. My tricks are basically
the same as Henning's, with just
less expense involved."
Gingles believes that with the
proper preparation, presentation
and timing, a smaller, less expensive illusion can be just as effective as an expensive one.
At present, Gingles is constructing a metamorphosis box which
will soon be incorporated in his
act.

When Gingles appears at club
meetings, banquets, birthday parties and private gatherings, he has
been known to throw fireballs at
the spectators. Ills sleight of hand
movement, canoe cigarettes to
pass through coins and nonbursting of .balloons in which
needles have been inserted.
The traditional baking of a cake
in the hat of a volunteer is always
a success in his programs.
Gingles is a true entertainer and
although he claims to be working
for the enjoyment of the audiences, it's Gingles himself who
is having the most fun.

LI"ITLIC routs ARE ASTOUNDED— Children.like Nikki Burke.
are always asking for a closer look at the magic tricks of Jimmy
CantlesStaff photos by Jimmie Gordon
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City, university allowing airplane tragedy to fade into the past
By MARK ft CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer
EVANSVILLE,Ind.(AP) — The University of Evansville basketball team does not fly charter airplanes to out-of-town games.
It is one of the few reminders of a night five years ago when 14
members of the team, the head coach, and 14 others died as a
chartered DC-3 airplane crashed into a field a few hundred yards
from the runway at Dress Regional Airport.
There are other reminders, but they are dwindling in number. A
fountain on the campus is a permanent memorial. Of a more fleeting
nature, three lawsuits stemming from the crash still are pending in
federal court.
But tor the first time since the Dec. 13, 1977 crash, there was no
planned event to mark the date.
The university — and the community — are slowly allowing the
crash to fade into the past.
Dr. Wallace Graves, president of the Methodist-affiliated school,

said there are many changes during the course of five years on a
university campus.
"One has to keep in mind that in a college or university, there is a
nearly complete turnover in personnel every four years," Graves
said Monday. "It is not the same traumatic experience for students
who were then in high school. But it still lingers in the minds of faculty, administration and friends of the university."
Evansville was devastated by the crash. The community has
always supported its Aces,and many residents felt as if they had lost
family members.
But five years later, newspaper stories of the crash were relegated
to the back pages.
Four games into the 1977-78 season, the Aces are 1-3, but there is
reason for optimism.
•-I1977, the program, rich in tradition with five national championships at the small college level, was in its first year of Division I competition.

A new coach, Bobby Watson, had replaced Arad McCutchan, who
had forged a -514-304 record in 31 seasons. Even though he had
another year before mandatory retirement, McCutchan had turned
over the team to a new coach for the jump into major college corn.
petition.
Watson, 14 players, several athletics department officials and
some friends of the school boarded the aircraft chartered from National Jet Service Inc. of Indianapolis.
At 7:20 p.m., the plane was'allowed to take off from Dress Regional
Airport amid light rain and fog. One minute later, it crashed in
flames in a nearby field, killing all 29 people aboard.
Graves said the legacy of the 'crash will not be forgotten. But life
goes on.
"It is primarily a moment to remember something of great
significance and grief," Graves said. "Yet it no longer interrupts the
life of the institution. You try to learn something from all your experiences,including the tragic ones, and move on."

DEN ISIT — As part of a November Pioneer Study, the Cub Scout Dens 2 and 5 Pack
57 Carter School
visited the log cabins and blacksmith shop of Joe Beeelar of Ahno. Umber demonstrated
log rifle shooting,
axe throwing, and the art of making knives in his blacksmith shop. With Kessler are (front
row)Bart Wilder,
Ryan Peckenpa ugh, Chris Norsworthy, Jason Stevenson, David Nowak, Clad Windsor,
(back row) John
Sales (on Keeslar's shoulder), Paul Russell, Nick Jones, Christopher Brandon,Chad Turner,
Mark Simmons,
James Oakley, and Josh Johnson.
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Arrest...

For sure,for sure

IContinued From Page 11
hold an identity hearing to prove
he is the man named in the warrant from the Northern District of

Nii/00/15
0
new balance

4

Math instruction program
includes 'Valley Girl' slang

The warrant names a Robert
Richardson. Assistant U.S. AtMONMOUTH,Ore.(API — Gash me with a ginsu, pitch me with
a
torney Federico Virella referred
fork — a college computer has learned Valley Girl talk.
to the defendant by that name and
Diana Miller, a student at Western Oregon State College, spiced
up
said he also was known as James
a math instruction program for her daughter with the latest
slang
W. Lewis.
from California's San Fernando Valley.
Since his school days, Lewis has
The mother wrote the program on the college computer and her
used at least 20 different names
5th-grade daughter uses it on a nlicrocomputer at her grade school.
and his wife has gone by at least
When the girl provides the right answer, the computer responds
five aliases, according to the FBI.
variously:
Two letters postmarked from
"You truly amaze me." "You are truly Ex." "Max. You amaze
New York that Lewis sent to the
me.""Jumpin'jelly beans, you did it."
Chicago Tribune led to his capWhen she muffs a problem,the computer replies:
ture, said Illinois Attorney
"Gash me with a ginsu." "Keep dreamin'." "Pitch me
with a
General Tyrone Fahner.
fork."
Investigators in New York conA ginsu is a type of knife.
centrated their search on
newsstands and other places
where the Tribune could be bought
or read — including the library,
Fahner said Monday at a news
conference in Springfield, Ill.
Besides the extortion charge,
Feltner said authorities want to
question Lewis "to determine
pieced together this account of the
IContinued From Page Ii
whether or not he and-or his wife
robbery:
million theft.
are responsible for the TylenolTwo holdup men, wearing ski
A police investigator who asked
cyanide murders in the Chicago
not to be identified said the entire masks, used a screwdriver or
area."
amount taken in the holdup was similar tool to pry a two-foot hole
Feiner said there are other
through the flat roof of steel and
insured.
suspects in the Tylenol-cyanide
cases, but as with past similar
Sentry officials could not be tar paper. They lowered
statements, he refused to
reached for comment Monday; a themselves with a rope, removk
elaborate.
secretary said company officers a panel from a false ceiling, then
Feiner said authorities have
were not available to talk to dropped to an office.
In the next room the only securi"not resolved" whether Kevin
reporters.
ty
guard in the building, Christos
Masterson, questioned in the case
After interviewing the guard
Potamitis, 25, was watching
earlier this month, had anything
and collecting evidence at the twotelevision. At 11:15 p.m., the two
to do with the poisonings, although
story brick warehouse, Bronx
men burst into his office carrying
Masterson was released without
chief of detectives Francis M. a
double-barreled shotgun and
charges.
Sullivan and other investigators
saying, "Don't move or we'll blow
you away."
After disarming the guard, the
robbers handcuffed him to a
stairwell railing, then went
downstairs to the money room,
where about $25 million sat behind
a heavy metal door in bags of $50
Murray Police charged Dennis checks at Chestnut Street Peoples and $100 bills.
The robbers snapDewayne Bohannon, 23, 303 N. Bank. The checks supposedly ped open
two locks with a
12th, Monday with first-degree
were taken from the mail box of crowbar, then apparent
ly used
forgery and theft over $100.
Ann Olson.
bolt cutters to cut through a floorThe arrest stems from an
Bohannon is lodged in Calloway to-ceiling chain link fence
and
allegation that Bohannon cashed
County Jail with no bond set at reach the money bags.
two Kentucky State Treasury present.
None of the bags was in a safe or
In another unrelated arrest by vault. The robbers took 10 to
12
the Calloway County Sheriff's bags piled near the door, acDepartment, Chester L. Dunn, 40, tivated the electronic system
that
Rt. 1, Alino, was charged Monday operated the garage door, then apwith receiving stolen property parently loaded the money into a
The Murray Electric System
over $100.
truck parked outside.
Plant Board will meet at 7:30 a.m.
According to reports filed by
Before the gunmen left, they
Wednesday to discuss several
Deputy Larry Nixon, Dunn was wrote on a dusty mirror, "Robissues.
allegedly seen in an area of bers was here."
Items on the agenda will include
previously reported thefts. Upon
Sullivan said it was unclear why
discussion of upgrading the prethe search of the residence and the robbers passed up $20 million
sent company radio system, out-buildings belonging to Dunn, stacked in bags
on handcarts.
report of financial impact of high
the sheriff's department found Detectives said the thieves may
pressure sodium street light contools which were identified as have thought the other bags conversion program, review of the
stolen,from a prior theft report.
tained coins that were too heavy to
monthly report and general
Dunn is lodged in the Calloway carry, or may have feared
discussion
County Jail.
discovery.

Robbery...
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Unmasking
the reform bill
In roma places, the word "reform" is defined
thus: "to make better by removing faults and
defects; to make better by introducing better procedures." In Washington, where things aren't
always what they seem, reform currently is being
defined as follows: "to impede; to obfuscate; to
render unworkable."
Consider House Bill 746, for example, the muchheralded "Regulatory Reform Act" that President
Reagan — who has demonstrated some amazing
skills as a semanticist — has assigned a high priority for passage in this lame duck session of Congress.
Regulatory reform as proposed in the bill would
increase from six to 38 the number of necessary
hurdles a regulation would have to cross before
enactment. Reform would vastly increase the control of the Office of Management and Budget over
federal agencies, including those long considered
"independent" such as the Securities and Exchange Commission. The OMB does most of its
work behind tightly closed doors, so this reform
would effectively preclude much public or
legislative input into regulations.
Itellorm would require cost-benefit analysis for all
premed regulations. With the OMB exercising
*nig pre-clearance review powers over the rules,
It's a good bet that the budget-watchers would find
more benefits in cost cutting than strong protections for those meant to benefit from the regulations.
There is some pretty powerful opposition to H.B.
748 in the House. But there also exists some influential support. The Democratic leadership was firmly
opposed to the administration's version of
regulatory reform until they sat down with some
lobbyists from the Business Roundtable, which
represents some of the nation's biggest corporations and which has been pushing for the measure
for years. A compromise of sorts was worked out
and the measure now has the backing of House
Speaker Thomas P. O'Neill Jr., D-Mass., and
others.
Opponents hope to keep the measure bottled up in
the Rules Committee and take up the issue in the
next session of Congress. They argue quite properly
that the compromise amendments have not been
carefully considered and subjected to scrutiny.
Others correctly see the bill as a back-door effort to
put programs enacted by Congress.
Thers-ie ao benefit. to 'rushing this measure
through Congress in its remaining hectic days,
especially in light of its potential for enormous
change,s in the way the federal regulatory process
works.
The bill is properly named in one way. It would
reform things. But not for the better. It deserves to
be exposed for what it is and then rejected.

by ei.c.

One of Paul Mansfield's devilish pranks
could get him blown away with a hair dryer
One of these days, someone is going to walk into Paul Mansfield's
barber shop out on West Main and
blow him away with a hair dryer. The
devilish pranks he pulls on his
h'imidat
Bearing the brunt of one of his
lastest brainstorms is Popeye Rosa,a
business neighbor of Paul's out there,
and a Murray State university professor, whose name, in all fairness,
perhaps I shouldn't reveal.
It seems that late one afternoon
this particular professor was in
Paul's barber chair getting his hair
cut when Popeye,apparently with his
mind on something particular and
obviously in a big hurry, walked
briskly past the big window and front
door of Paul's shop. Both Paul and
the professor noticed him as he scurried past.
Stepping to one side and looking at
his wristwatch, Paul observed,
"There goes old Popeye, right on
time —10 after 4. You know,a fellow
can set his watch by him going by
that door there. Same time, every
day, you see him go by."
"Where is he going like that every
day?" the inquisitive professor asked.
"You mean you don't know?" Paul
replied, stepping from behind the
chair so he could look his customer in
the eye.
"No," the professor answered,
shaking his head, "I have no idea
where he goes. Where does he go?"
"Why!" Paul exclaimed, "I
thought everybody knew that. He's
got a bottle route!"
"What do you mean, 'a bottle
route,'?" the professor said next.
"What kind of 'a route' is that? I
don't know what you are talking
about."
"Aw,he bootlegs on the side," Paul
went on, seriously. "Why, he takes a
bottle to a whole bunch of fellows
here in town every afternoon.

There's a bunch of 'an who'll drink a
fifth a day. Why, you don't think he
got that nice house he lives in and
that big car he drives around just by
pumping gasoline and changing all,
do you?"
"Well," sighed the professor. "I
certainly didn't know that." Shortly
afterwards, his hair cut compiete
and Paul adequately compensated,
he was gone.
• • •
A couple weeks later, Paul was cutting another customer's hair when
Popeye suddenly stormed through
the door.
"Man!" he exclaimed. "What in
the world are you trying to do, ruin
me, telling everybody that I was a
bootlegger! Why, I ought to cut your
,throat with one of those razors!"
Then be told this story.
It seems that the professor whom
Paul had mischievously told that
Popeye was a bootlegger was expecting some out-of-town company for
one of the Murray State football
games and needed some sort of
"spirits" to liven up the weekend and
add to the warmth of the hospitality
of his home. So, he had gone by
Popeye's service station.
Catching Popeye back in a corner
with his head under the hood of an ailing vehicle, the professor aided up to
him and said rather discreetly, "I
need a bottle."
"Okay," Popeye cheerfully
replied. "Gimme just a minute and
I'll find you one," thinking, of course,
that the fellow was out of gas
somewhere and needed a gallon or so
in order to make it to the station.
Within a few minutes, he had
located an emptied, plastic, antifreeze container. Very carefully, he
rinsed it out with kerosene and was
heading for a pump to fill up with
gasoline when the professor caught
up with him and giiiibbed hitiviirthe
illTa.

"No," be sold. "I don't need any
gasoline. I need a GLASS bottle"
"Well," a pealed Popeye replied,
"I don't have any glass bottles All
we have around here are theme
plastic things."
You still don't understand," the
professor went on, somewhat exasperated. "I don't need any
gasoline. What I need is a bottle of
whiskey. I've got some out-of-town

related to whatlob lee am*" Ns
then Sears
amid
reeds whatever IIIMIesge is 1111 811
side
Starting off, he said, as beheld the
first envelope to his beet -The three
big winners in the last &kenos."
Opening the envehope, he reed.
-Mama Ms tram" of Murray),
Cieerge Weeks. (County JudgelExecutive) and Walter Opponent.
(publisher of the Murray Lodger 6
"What are you talking about, Times).
man!" Popeye exclaimed. "I don't
The next "Name a lawyer and two
have any whiskey around here. Dozers." The annrer "IF Lao
Where did you ever get such an idea Bailey, Mohammed Ab and Gary
as that?"
Haverstock." You have to know
Somewhat taken back and Gary's experience at a recent
frustrated by it all by now, the pro Mayfield football game to grab that
fesaor simply blurted out, "Wall, one.
Paul Mansfield right over there next
Another. "What is the Mike Pierre
door told me the other day that you (a single Rotarian l Four-Way Teel"
had it. That's where I got the idea."
The answer: "Is she blonde' Is she
With that, Popeye heeded for brunette' Is she a redhead' Is the
Paul's barber shop — the anit-freeze over 11?"
container still in his hind.
Another: "How king does it take
Later, laughing about it, he said, for Gene Schanbacher to introduce a
"Why,that Paul Mansfield is meaner speaker!" The answer "Four scan
than a snake! Can you imagine so- and seven years."
meone doing something like that to
Another: "What do Burt Reynolds
one of his friends!"
and Charles Walston have in com•.•
mon" The answer "Absolutely
A little humor never hurt anybody, nothing."
and we had a bit more of it the other
Another: "What is the mating call
day at a Rotary Club luncheon.
of the African Kupchella bird"
Ronnie Dunn had the program that Answer: "Kupchella' Kupchella!
day, and he and Doug Stephens, who Kupchella! Choc* Kupchella is a
manages the Holiday Inn, gave us member of the club)
some laughs with their interpretation
Tommy Brown and I didn't escape,
of Ed McMahan and Johnny Carson either, as the question was asked:
with their Carnack, the Mysterious "Name four of Snow White's seven
Visitor from The East,skits on televi- dwarfs." The answer: "Sleepy,
sion.
Sneezy, M.C. and Tommy."
You know the routine. Johnny
And "What two national
comes in all dressed in cape and big
monuments erupt every five
headpiece indicative of the Middle minutes!" The answer "Old
East. Ed hands him envelopes, one at Faithful and Ed Chriaman's mouth"
a time, which he holds to his
Then lastly, "Name a rock, a jock
forehead, as if guessing what is in and a crock." The answer
fistan, then makes a statement or "Gibralter, E. W. Dennison and
sakes question, which, of course, is
Western leaving the OVC."
They were a lot of fun

looking back

Tracing down
the deadbeats
We commend the decision of the Reagan administration to go after 46,860 current and retired
federal workers who choose to ignore their student
loan debts to the government.
The student loan program is a good and
necessary government program. But the deadbeats
are giving it a bad name. It is right to give them a
bad time, especially when they have the audacity to
take pay or pension checks from the very government they are bilking.
The total amount owed is $68 million, and that's
not chicken feed. If it can be collected,it means that
$68 million won't have to be borrowed by the
government,adding to the national debt.
Those who are in default will be given 60 days to
work out a repayment plan. If they do not respond,
the government will attach their pay or pension
checks,taking out 15 percent each month.
Thousands of Americans have used the federal
loans to educate themselves. The great majority
are grateful and honest, have obtained good jobs
and repaid the government on time or ahead of
time.
Those who can pay and don't must be traced down
and made to clean up their debt even if it means using the harsh methods of the Internal Revenue Service — seizing property and bank deposits. A loan
debt is just as clear an obligaton to pay as a tax
debt. These debtors are not children. They know
what they are doing. There is no can for kid gloves
in these cases.
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business mirror
NEW YORK (AP) — Quickly advancing on Americans is a limitation
they may not be prepared to accept,
individually or collectively. It is the
limitation on health care that seems
to be ordained by the inability to keep
health care costs down.
If there is any area in which people
are inclined to say damn the costs,
spend whatever is needed, this may
be it. Life itself is involved. How do
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by john cunniff
you tell a family that mother can be
saved but that it isn't worth the cost?
"We're at a crossroads in this
country," says Dr. William R. Fifer,
University of Minnesota professor of
medicine and public health. "What
we're able to do medically exceeds
what we're able to afford."
Others in medicine, including a
former head of the American
Hospital Association, have said
essentially the same thing before. In
fact, discussion of the subject is frequent in medical and hospital circles.
The answer to high costs was
relatively easy when it involved
outer space and the knowledge that
technology and curiosity could carry
the nation much further into that
realm. With great disappointment.
the nation said no.
It has never been able to gives sustained "no"to health care spending.
In 1960, U.S. health expenditures —
personal health care, medical
research, new medical facilities, insurance, and government-sponsored
public health activities — totaled
$26.9 billion, or 5.3 percent of gross
national product
By 1970 the health care percentage
of gross national product had risen to
7.5 percent. By/19110 it was up to 9.5

percent, based on expenditures of
$249 billion. And laid year, spending
amounted to $286.6 billion, or 9.8 percent of GNP
The Health Insurance Association
of America, which provided these
figures, says that last year about
$1,300 was spent on health care for
each man, woman and child, compared with roughly $150 in 1960.
Some of the dollar increase was, of
course, a consequence of inflation.
But by no means all, as the percentages of GNP indicate. This year, for
example, an insurance company
survey found that hospital daily service charges leaped 13.48 percent
over 1981, at least double the overall
inflation rate.
That study, which summarized
data provided to Equitable Life
Assurance by more than 2,5110
hospitals during the third quarter of
the year, found the average daily
charge in a private room was $167.50,
and in intensive care,$408.50.
The latter, in which the latest
technology is utilized, provides an example of how high costs can go. To
6664.50 a day on average in the
District of Columbia, for example.
And to $912.56 a day at a Stanford.
Calif., hospital.

Ten years ago
An early morning blaze destroyed
the Ryan Milk Company's largest
warehouse used for storing cartons
and shipping cases belonging to 100
dairies in 19 dates.
Deaths reported include Sue A
Hodges,36.
Lisa Mathis, daughter of Mr and
Mrs. Darrell Mathis, has been named
winner of the 1972 Soil Conservation
Essay Contest, according to Lowell
Palmer, chairman of the Calloway
County Soil Conservation District.
A "live" nativity scene will be on
the lawn of the Kirksey United
Methodist Church on the nights of
Dec. 14, 15 and 16.
Boyd Llnn, Thomas Herndon, Hatton Garner, Alfred Young, Ralph
Finney, Charles Smith, James
Miller, Nelson Blalock and John
McGee,employees of Murray Postal(ice, were presented Safe Driving
awards at Christmas dinner of the
Postoffice at Colonial House
Smorgasbord.
Twenty years ago
Eight couples were evacuated
from the World War II Barracks at
Orchard Heights, Murray State College, after fire damaged one end of
the barracks yesterday morning.
Deaths reported include Dr. Andrew Richard Daniels, 66, and
Harold Taylor.
Ed Frank Jeffrey and Danny
Kemp, students at Murray College
High School, won honors at Debate
Tournament at Isaac Litton High
School, Nashville, Tenn., Dec 8
The story of Nathan B. Stubblefield's struggle to invent his
"wireless telephone" is being
musically prepared in drama form
by Prof. Paul Shahan and Mrs.
Lillian Lowry
Dr. Kathleen Jones, medical missionary to Indonesia, will speak Dec.
17 at First Baptist Church.
Thirty years ago
Eltis Henson, Paul Gholson, Dr
J A Outland, Mrs. E.C. Parker, Rue
Overby, S.V. Foy and the Rev. Paul
Lyles were members of a panel on
"Minimum Foundation Program of
Education in Kentucky" at meeting
of the Murray High School Unit of
Parent-Teacher Association.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Alice
Hughes,34.
In high school basketball games
New Concord beat Lynn Grove. High
team scorers were "Speedy" Mathis
for New Concord and Bobby Kemp
for Lynn Grove.
Showing at Capitol Theatre is
"Hoodlum Empire" Marring Brian
Donlevy and Claire Trevor.
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Anniversary reception to be Sunday
•

Rah:41'6
The children and
grandchildren of Mr. and
Mrs. Walter R. Jones,
Sr., will be hosts for a
reception and open house
in celebration of their
50th wedding anniversary.

Winter. It can be beautiful. But
for many it is a time when depression and anxiety take hold, making it a truly chilling season. The
dark drive home from work, the
slippery highways and the iced
windshields add their own frustrations.
For most of us, the difficult
aspect of coping with winter is in
having to limit our activities and
in being indoors. Kenlake Tennis
Center has been a God-send.
According to a report, winter
can be particularly isolating and
frightening for the elderly and
handicapped. The fear of physical
injury and lack of access to
friends and religious activities

The event will be Sunday, Dec. 19, from 2 to 4
p.m. at their home at 1610
Miller Ave.
Mr. and Mrs. Jones,
their children and grandchildren invite all
relatives and friends to
attend. They request that
guests not bring gifts.

Comm unity calendar

Mr. and Mrs. Wolter R. Jones, Sr.

Sanders speaker for chapter

20%

T050% OFF

-• en

Ole

Mon.-Sat. 10-8 Sun. 1-5

Xi Alpha Delta Chapter
of Beta Sigma Phi Sorority met Thursday, Nov. 18,
at 7:30 p.m. at the Ellis
Community Center.
Matthew Sanders,
manager editor of The
Murray Ledger & Times,
was guest speaker. His
topic was "Powers of the
Press." He explained
how the local newspaper
does its job in one community. He also explained some of the mechanics
of the newspaper world.
Joyce Nunnally,

MON.-FRI. 9-9
SAT. 9-6
SUN. 1-5
SALE ENDS
SAT. EVE. DEC. 111

4;1

by Rainey Apperonn
can produce anxiety, depression
and guilt.
The study offers this advice for
coping with winter:
• Prepare yourself mentally.
Develop realistic expectations
about what winter will be like and
plan ahead. Have your car
winterized. This can avoid anger
and frustration. Allow extra time
to get places so that you do not feel
anxious and frantic.
•Avoid isolation. Plan social activities that involve a minimum of
transportation problems. Progressive dinners or weekly suppers in church and your
neighborhood are good ways to be
with others. Organize card nights

Tuesday.Dec. 14
Tuesday,Dec 14
Community ImproveSingles Class of
ment Volunteers of Seventh and Poplar
Murray -Calloway Church of Christ will
Chamber of Commerce meet at 7 p.m. at church.
will meet at 4:15 p.m. at
Commerce Centre.
Murray TOPS (take off
pounds sensibly) Club
Groups of CWF of First will meet at 7 p.m. at
Christian Church will Health Center.
meet as follows: I in
home of Mrs. John
Alcoholics Anonymous
Quertermous at 10 a.m. is scheduled to meet at 8
and III in O.B. Boone's p.m. at western portion of
Sunday School room of Livestock and Exposition
church at 7:36 p.m.
Center.
Winsome Sunday
Reconciliation service
School Class of Memorial
will
be at 6:30 p.m. at St.
meet
wW
Church
Baptist
Leo's
Catholic Church.
at 7 p.m.

chapter president,
presided. Plans were
discussed for the annual
Christmas party to be
Thursday, Dec. 16, at 6:30
p.m. at the Ellis Community Center. Chapter
husbands are invited to a
potluck supper.
Refreshments were
served by Debbie Pardue
and Peggy Shoemaker.
Other members present were Judy English,
Brenda Jones, Martha
Ryan, Krista Crass, Sue
Smith, Wanda Miles,
Mary Ann Barrow, Debbie Miller, Debbie
Murray Star Chapter
Villaflor, Debbie Woods, No. 433 Order of. the
Laurie Rollins, Kristi Eastern Star will meet at
Washam,Beth Adams,Jo 7:30 p.m. at lodge hall.
Ann Mathis,Kathry Wrye
and Patsy Carrico.

Murray Branch of
,AAU,SY,sgill;iineet at 7:15
p.m. at home of Sue Parsons.
Bethel Baptist Bible
Study will meet at 6 p.m.
at home of David Cunningham.

7:15,9:15
7.:
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POLYESTER A, COTTON - 45" WIDTH
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IDEAL FOR DECORATING,
FASHION, CRAFTS, ETC.
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Murray High School
Tiger Football Team will
be honored at banquet at
8 p.m. at University
Branch of Bank of Murray.
J.N. Williams Chapter
of the United Daughters
of the Confederacy will
meet at 1:30 p.m. at home
of Mrs. John Livesay.

Wednesday,Dec. 15
First United Methodist
Men will meet at 6:30
p.m. at church.
Murray-Calloway
County Hospital Auxiliary will have a potluck
luncheon at 11 a.m. in
Education Unit, Third
Floor, of hospital.

PAC
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7:00,9:10

SYLVESTER
STALLONE
•..

• mo

III
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7:15,9:10

Thursday,Dec. 16
p.m. at Gateway
Restaurant.
Temple Hill Chapter
No. 511 Order of the
Eastern Star will meet at
7:30 p.m. at lodge hall.

Wadesboro
Homemakers Club will
Hazel and Douglas meet at 11:30 a.m. at
Centers will be open from Country Crossroads
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for ac- Restaurant, Hardin.
tivities by senior citizens.
Parents Anonymous
Story hours are will meet at 6:30 p.m. For
scheduled at 10:30 a.m. information call 759-1087
and 3:30 p.m. at Calloway or 753-6089.
Public Library.
Wesleyan Class of First
Thursday,Dec.16
United Methodist Church
Hazel Woman's Club will meet at 6 p.m. at
will meet at 6:30 p.m. at social hall of church.
DeVanti's.
Mothers Day Out will
Women of St. John's be at 9 a.m. at First BapEpiscopal Church will tist Church.
meet at 7 p.m. at church.
Lydian Sunday School
Golden Age Club will Class of First Baptist
meet at 11:30 a.m. in the Church will meet at 6
social haff of First United p.m. in Fellowship hall of
church.
Methodist Church.
Carol Poe Group of
Calloway County
Association for Retarded First Baptist Church
Citizens will have a Women is scheduled to
potluck supper at 6:30 meet at 7 p.m.
p.m. at Comprehensive
Christmas Medley will
Care Center.
be presented at 7 and 8
Preceptor Omicron p.m. at Golden Pond
Chapter of Beta Sigma Visitors Center, Land
Phi will meet at 6:30 p.m. Between the Lakes.
at Dakota Feed and
Mothers Morning Out
Grain.
will be at 8:30 a.m. at
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter Good Shepherd United
of Beta Sigma Phi will Methodist Church.
meet at 6:30 p.m. at Ellis
Senior citizens centers
Community Center.
will be open from 10 a.m.
Twin Lakers Antique to 2 p.m. at Hazel and
Car Club will meet at 7 Douglas Centers and
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. at
Ellis Center.
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Wednesday,Dec. 15
Dairy Wives
Homemakers Club will
meet at noon at Sirloin
Stockade.

Ladies day luncheon
will be served at noon at
Oaks Country Club.
Bridge will be at 9:30
a.m.
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POLYESTER & COTTON

NICK NOLTE
Is a cop.
EDDIE MURPHY
Is a convict.
They couldn't
have liked
each other
less...

ea

and pertleipste. Don't seclude
yoursell.
•Amuse for needs to be met.
One of the most difficult aspecteof
winter is net being able to get out
for ordinary errands. Develop
cooperative shopping arrangements with neighbors. Purchase stamps and staple items hi
larger quantities than usual so
fewer trips are necessary. Being
prepared will make you feel more
secure.
• Develop bobbies or new interests. Work on a project or study
a topic of inistiestbigathaven't had
time for. Be Isteivalisd that this
will be a creative winter.
• Take a vacation. A mid-winter
vacation, even a short one, is the
best way to cope with the long
months of winter. If a vacation is
not possible, begin to make plans
for a summer holiday. Look at
travel brochures and indulge your
fantasies. The positive anticipation of planning a holiday can
make winter much more endurable.
• Slow down and . adapt to
nature. See the beauty of winter,
rather than feel the anxieties.
Winter; depression and anxiety
can be eliminated.

Recipe listed
By CECILY
BROWNSTONE
AP Food Editor
COMPANY DINNER
Tarragon Chicken & Rice
Green Peas &
Mushrooms Coffee Toffee Pie
Tarragon Chicken
You can prepare this
ahead and bake just
before serving.
4-pound roasting
chicken, cut up
Salt and pepper to taste
14-pound stick butter
(1
/
2cup), very soft
1 teaspoon dried crushed tarragon
2 medium scallions
(bulb part only), minced
/
1
2cup dry white wine
Sprinkle chicken with
salt and pepper; arrange
skin side up in one layer
In a 3-quart baking dish
/
2 by 82/4 by 13
(131
/
4 finches). With a spoon mix
together butter, tarragon
and scallion; with a small
spatula spread over top of
chicken. Pour wine
around chicken. Bake,
uncovered, in a
preheated 400-degree
oven until golden — 45 to
60 inches. Makes 6 servings.
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Wedding planned
Mr. aid Mrs. NOW E. Noel et May Villegs.
mei tertheemems
COW ammo.as
.
Leak
alinkes of Voir
sem d Mr mod Mrs
illaseby Mark
Illierd W.Ihstiodge MAIL Ain
Noel the snaddlisiglisr of Yr. awl Mrs
Hail idicalstem and Os Ye arc BR. WINehmodif
at Murray and at Mr. sod Mrs. Las lAmolg at Mew
lea.
Tb.ityoon-eisct in Ike maim at Mr. aad Mn
*iwiagedHafl and of Mr. mod Mrs. Sybil itutisdo
etDyer,Teem
Tile bride-elect is a graduate at Bay V Wage High
Scheel. She received her Mediator at Idiom
degree in Maw EcaisiderNecational &location
train Murray fade University. Else in eressisrfed
with the Apparel Retail Corporatism In Mobile. Ala
Mr. Rutledge Is a graduste of Dovidgen High
Scheel where be was a mosaher at National Honer
Society. name* at Christian Athietes, Math
Team and lettered in football. He is a Niger mooring Is mechanical etegineerte at the Univervity of
South Alabama.
The wedding will teke place om Saturday. Dec 11,
sit p.m. at Pint Baptist Church, Murray
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Babbles From Bobbie
"IVIES. YOU MAUI MIT"

MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY students misted at North Calloway
Elementary School. In top right photo Carol &atm, Judith Stoney. Morays
flardeaty, Tanya Grace and Carol Simon worked with studeats trim titth grade
dames ot Roth Potts, Jan Rale and Ma Brown. In the top lett phsto are North
Students Andrea Crick, Michael Hopkins, Beth Hale and Loran Meshed as they
enact a scene from "Joke Paul Jones." In the both= lett photo are North
Students Scott Buchason, Michelle Clayton, Dawn Medd. Angie Maar and Jule
Tucker In a sconefrom their play,"lin A Day ot Thanks."

datebook

Wedding Dec. 24

04'3,3
2,9,2

Golden agers to meet
Golden Age Club will meet Thursday, Dec. 16, at
11:30 a.m. at the social hall of the First United
Methodist Church. All members are urged to attend
this annual Christmas dinner.

4

4,61011,."

Writer talks of holiday
if a loved one's life is in
danger and the surgeon's
verdict is awaited with
trepidation, as was the
case when our Dr. Eddie
Grogan held a dear life in
his hands, the help of a
Higher Power is needed.
It was a baby God
chose to save a lost world.
It was a baby, little Andy McClure, placed in my
arms as therapy for a
breaking heart, while
"life" or "death" was
decreed for one who had
been my strength.

Jewell Deene Ellis, director of agency relations
for the Kentucky Bureau of Vocational Education,
was recently presented the Outstanding Alumnus
Award by the University of Kentucky College of
Home Economics.
She has been with the State Department of
Education for 11 years,and previously she taught at
Nicholas County High School and Murray State
University. A native of Gravel Switch, Ky., on the
Boyle and Mason County line, she is one of 11
children in her family.
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Washer
with
MiniBasket
Tab.

Price:

Sizes 3-14

SPECIAL
PRICE

Open 9:00 til 8:00 Mon.-Sat. Til Xmas
Sunday 1:00-5:00

rharfrors s

THE TREASURE
HOUSE

7he step

iodinate sewer,*WM,IT.
/
57

uiet times require a
place to unwind, and
there's room in our papasan chair Sturdy 48" frame
of dark rattan & big cushion Thailand

soi A., Shopprrici Corms.
753 7913

MURRAY APPLIANCE

..eadder

PAPASAN CHAIRS
Just In Time

For Christmas

8.1-Air Center Mon.-Fri. 9:00-8:00

Saturday 9:00-6:00

YOUR GENERAL ELECTRIC DEALER IN MURRAY
)17

•

121 Sy Peso
4
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Donmoor
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Open Wordy/
10 A.M. -5 P.M.

Boy's Corduroy Pants
*Group Boys & Girls Jeans
**School Jackets wool mu,
*Group Girls Sportswear
/
12
re Dresses
20.50% offit*
*
*Group hod Plaid Shirts
25% 04
*
:Coats,
Jackets & Vests
20% off:
*
*Snow Suits & Coveralls
• 20% 04
*
:Entire
Jean Stock
Reduced!
*
*
— Sale Starts Wed.9:00 A.M.—
**le
*
*

Little Andy slept on
contentedly. More time
was allotted. Christmas
will not mean hilarity for
many. We may not even
send cards, but it will
mean gratitude to God for **
each extra moment, and
deep appreciation to all of
God's children for every
kindness.
-Z.Nto

L-

4Sit`dbe preen door -lir
#11 WIELAND CENTER
cutsrNui STREET

given award,

Down Concord Way—

We're happy to
announce that
Kameil Simmons,
bride-elect of
Johnny Gingles has
selected her
decorating accessories 'from our
bridal registry.
Kam& dr Johnny
will be married
December 26.

"Breakfast With Santa" for preschool through
third grade will be from 9:30 to 10:30 a.m. Saturday,
Dec. 18, at the Murray Country Club.
Parents may bring their children by anytime during the morning hour for a visit with Santa. In
charge of arrangements will be Pat Seiber, Joy
Waldrop and Freda Steely.

A Christmas party for preschool through sixth
grade will be Saturday, Dec. 18, at 2 p.m. at the
Oaks Country Club. Each child attending should bring a $2 gift with sex and age it is for and have list
made out to talk with Santa Claus. No reservations
are necessary.
Refreshments will be served. For information
call Joyce Thomas, 753-9442, Jane Rogers 753-6239
or Beclky Jones 753-3215.

Mr. and Mrs. Willie A. Harris of Murray announce the engagement and approaching marriage
of their daughter, Dewanna Joyce, to Wendell
Graves Pace,son of Mrs. Manetta Pace and the late
Willard T. Pace of Murray.
The bride-elect will be a 1984 graduate of
Calloway County High School. She is the granddaughter of Mrs. Inez Stevens of Tampa, Fla., and
of Thomas Harris of Erin,Tenn.
The groom-elect, a 1975 graduate of Murray High
School, is employed by the Sanitation Department
of Murray. He is the grandson of Mrs. Ophelia Pace
of Murray.
The wedding will be solemnized on Friday, Dec.
24, at 2 p,m. at the Trinity Christian Pentecostal
4(the
ChUrel1
A .TIMPtion ilil44911
church. ..
n
„1 ,
„
to attend. Om:
All friends and relatives are in
ly out-of-town invitations will be sent.

By ESTELLE
SPICELAND
As the Christmas
season nears, the Christ
child, born in a manger
2,000 years ago may not
even be remembered in
the festivities and
elaborate gift buying
splurges, but His coming
has transformed that portion of humanity responsible for all the goodness
and loving kindness found
in the world today.
And His presence in
hearts who have learned
to trust Him is the anchor
in times of storms which
helps man endure life's
tempests.
So for those never certain what to give their
children for Christmas,
the most important gift is
faith in God, without it,
they are stranded.
All of us can drift when
life's seas are placid, but

Murray club plans event

Oaks club plans party

•

•

Mrolt •
Thom four worth COMO MORI
donut •
soy
Mon
prassuns
Mood
filuciroting
taws and
spoken words. except mos**, r '1 itwo you".
thousands of thoughts will fly Amp,row mond
Oho ha says Mom mopc words. UK* dee Iten •
of
I Om to wee; 101101 ping to pay for
this?. Mornato's going to cry. The Arch is too ••
until and. Daddy's fixing to haresfit1
The bast way to start on singsganwint r$ tour
•
down with your parents and fiance and decide on
*tail
Wripartant
very
A
event
special
•
date for that
10 start with is money. Always sit a budget and
than stick to it Weddings con be financed for rho
amount you con afford to spend
A good guide to what is outright* to you is within
the touch of a Myrr i phone call to local stays
•
will enable you to obtain prim ranges SA env aspect •
•
of the wadding-whether it's drosses, liaIdOL
111
flows
or
pictures
shoots, invitations cakes.
•
'dos
on
you
giro
troop:inn
The notional &idol
of styles and cokin-but-prices on soma ads may •
throw you off... wadding gowns can be purchased
for a nominal price, starting at approximatoly •••
$100.
Most rod blooded American girls cwmat woit
much lomat than a law days after nscoiving their
angagmant ring and setting the date to start shopping for a wadding gown. All of us hove that vision
in our minds of that central frgure in a long flowing
pour and wit and that vision can become areality, with Ow right planning.
We hope that this article and others in the
walks to come will halo you answer those qua:flans in your mind and respond to those magic
isyrds,-Will you Marry we" with o ivy confident,
YES!! 1,011
"If re, be,,semesets
or•
meettems, we would opbeer* MN wee."
-

*MN

HOWARD COY and JOHN SIMMONS °WNW,

imports
1
,
41

•
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1NAL MART

Mon.-Sat.9 a.,t to
759-9995
Sunday Noon to
641 North
Expires 12.19Central Center
Sale Price

r 7.
-2.

Mail-In-Rebate

Super Beau
Your Cost_

5
•

Save 1.00
Bamboo Coaster
•Set of six 6x4x43/4 inches
*Butterfly inlay
*6 Coasters in a rack
•Gift boxed
•No. C115 •Reg. 4.96

First Alert
Smoke Alarm
•Detects smoke &
fire at the earliest
stages
'Loud, persistent
alarm wakes even
sound sleepers

Men's Robes
Walmarts Everyday Low Price
Mail-In Rebate
Your Cost

Men's

Pajamas
Sm., Med., Lg., XL
7 Piece Mug
Tree Set

Reg. 8.44

•Honey, almond, brown,
It. blue, yellow and It.
green
•Earthenware
•6 Mugs and metal tree
•No. R100
Reg. 16.88

Ladies Flannel
Gowns

*Wide selection of
long gowns with
lace, ric, rac and
ruffle trims •Wide
assortment of
colorful prints

Reg. 3.96
Sale

1 4.00

Sale

3.56

Save Up To 2.00
Ladles
Energy Savers
•Fleece lined for
warmth
*Long wearing sole
outsole
•Several styles & colors
to choose from
•Ladies sizes to 10

Reg. 6.96

3.96

Reg 4 88596

Save 1.20
Mons Slipper
'Fabric upper
'Fully tricot lined
*Machine washable
'Flexible rubber
oulsole 'Sizes 7-12
'Reg 596

1111,i1:4111
I Paul's Barber Pole
1 1 Lb. Peppermint Stick

Clip and
save with
Coupons

1

Reg. 1.17 Sole

*Simmer Saucepan-Ciosse
*Stew-Deep Fry
*Chrome Plated
t
te4
*Heavy Gauge
Mrtium
*Reg. 16.47

Signal
24 oz. Reg. 2.13

91E1
WAIL:MART

WM,:MART

WAL-MART'S ADVERTISED MERCHANDISE POLICY — It is our intention to have every advertised item in stock However, it due to any unforeseen reason,
an advertised itemis not available for purchase, Wal Mart will issue a Rain Check on request, for the merchandise to be purchased at the sale price whenever
available, or will sell you a similar item at a comparable reduction in price We reserve the right to limit quantities

Mart Sells to, Less•Wei Mort Sells for Less • Wal Ma,r Split for less• Wal Mart Sois for t .•

yvw Mart S

for Less • Wal Mart Sehs for Less •Wal Mart Sells for Les..• Wei Mart Sells for Less •%Id, Mart Sr

WAI:MI

Mcst.-f Card
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Limited Quantities

to 10 p.m.
loon to 6 p.m.

INIMER CHICLE

12- 9-82
7.63
-2.00

5.63

Rag Doll

Hungry Hungry Hippos
•Critters wrth a knack
for munching marb4es
•The hungriest wins
*For 2 to 4 players

Reg.6.48

Kroft
Brown

Se,6.00

Wrapping
rapr

Operation Game
'Try to remove the

ailments without
setting oft the
buzzer
•Ages 6 to 14

.114,t Ridht For Mailing
Your Christmas Packages
30.)

i;
5c 41.

Reg. 7.89

Sale

6A4

66c

0.1. Joe
Figure Assortment
•liblodern Army uniforms
sintercnengesbie ''snact-on,
stay-on' hairnets •Banle
Mom and specter weapons
•No. 6100/8110

S..N'Say Assortment
*Wei( and listen toys •12 Zoo anrnals .iook at. Wen to
and learn about •Also Mother Goose and,the Bee Says
*No A-4879

••
Mifli
Jogger

Reg. 10.84

Super Value
Earl Campbell •
Football
•Standard lace construction

Sole

•Official size
'Pump,kicking tee and
inflating needle included
•No ECS

Reg. 46.94

Sale

Stuff
ger
Fast

Reg. 13.84

Stuff Yer Face
'Two player, wild action
game for children 6-10
•No. 4233

German
Pine Layer
Christmas
Tree

s.,.12.48
Strawberry Shortcake
Rag Doll

Styles
•13 To 15 in tail
'Removable dress .Scented to
smell like Meg names

Star Wars Figures
*Ati your favorite cnaracters
from original Star Wars and
The Empire Strikes Back movie
047 Different fully articulated
figures

Donkey Kong Board Game
•Board game version of Donkey Kong arcade game
•Dodge rolling barrels & whirling fireballs to save fair

maiden from Donkey Kong'No 4203

.
10 Inch
Chain Saw

6Y2 Ft.
Soft natural
look, flame
retardant
color
coded
branches
for quick
assembly
No. GL78089

Reg. 19.97
Sole

14o

A
11.04-,

Powerful 2.4
cubic inch engine
automatic oiling, solid
state ignition No. 7027-0413

Car Ramps
*6,500 pound capacity gross
vehicle weight per pair
'Full 9 inch lift'No.6000

''G" Cooker/Fryer

aucepan-Oasserole
p Fry
lated teekl
nige
rtlfhum
I7

Save 1.51

seta„deeige stereo
Headphone

AWABLE COUPON°,
Coffee Mugs
I

72c
Reg 97 Sole

le

2 in. x 360 Inch
••
Reg. 1.96

I

Save

Mcst,Card

1.53

E-2 Seat

•

Sole 1.47
WAL-MART

'Lightweight design
•Less than 2 5 Oz
•Adjustable headband with foam
cushion ear pads
*No 0363
'Peg 947

Strapping
Tape

4.84

I

/1:1UNIIIEf1GNI

'Tool tray under seat with handy

small parts holder 'No. 1216
*Reg 996
.

Shop Wal-Mart For Great Gift Ideas

nub
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Former state police officer testifies during own wiretaping trjoiYourladividual
FRANKFORT, Ky.
t.. (AP) — Former state
police Sgt. Ralph Ross
- says Henry Vance Jr.
was not the target of
- vengeance because he
• helped kill an anti-, racketeering bill pushed
by former Justice
Secretary Neil Welch

during the 1962 General
Assembly.
"I felt no pressure from
Welch to get Mr. Vance or
anyone else," Ross
testified Monday during
the sixth day of his
wiretaping trial in
Fayette Circuit Court.
Commonwealth's At-

torney Larry Roberta
was scheduled to continue his crossexamination of Ross
Tuesday
Ross, 50, is charged
with placing an illegal
eavesdropping device on
the telephone at Vance's
Lexington apartment and

Leisure-lift Recliners
Leisure-Lift Choirs ore designed to provide comfortable, reliable
assistance to people who want to help themselves get in and out of
ordinary chairs The individually adjusted Leisure-Lift choir provides
increased independence
improves well-being and eliminates
the bother and strain to loved ones.

Horoscope
with illegally recording Lions that were introduc- the morning of May 25 by
Barnes, who was a
several conversations ed as evidence "are ab- fellow state police ot- member of the Vance
Fames Drain
made on the phone.
solutely of no value to ftcers.
surveillance team, told
FOR WEDNESDAY
DECEMBER 15.1962
Vance was the chief anyone for any purpose I Circuit Judge George superiors about watching
assistant to House know of."
Barter declared a supper Roos listen to phone conSpeaker Bobby RichardRoss said he had spent recess at the request of versations on the pen
son, D-Glasgow during many hours listening to Ross, who MIS momen- register.
the last legislature.
the tapes, which had been tarily unable to conthme.
Roes testified it was acRoss conceded Monday played in court Friday, Defense attorney tually Barnes who listenthat he had written in a comparing them to the William E. Janson of ed in on hand receivers
diary on March 26 that log from the pen register, Frankfort opened his used to test whether the
"Vance and Richardson
He said the tapes were defense Monday by try- machine was hooked up What bled if day will tomorkilled Rico (the anti- out of sequence and there ing to discredit the properly. He said that row be? To had oat what the
racketeering)bill in com- was no way to compare testimony of the prosecu- despite a warning, he stars say, read the forecast
mittee."
them with the pen tion's chief witness.
later caught Barnes once gives for year bkth siga.
Ross also agreed that register log.
State Police Sgt. again listening in os conARMS
he had been directed by
Ross, who retired from Deknas Adkins said he versations.
4
Welch on April 2 to take the state police Aug. 1 had heard the witness,
Ross said that despite (Mar. 21 to Apr. 19) er41
Dver command of the after 26 years, became Sgt. Terry Barnes, make some earlier run-ins with Concentration results in
surveillance team that choked up when recoun- several derogatory com- Barnes, he harbored no career gains. Distant interests
are highlighted now and in the
was keeping an eye on ting his arrest early on ments about Ross.
hard feelings.
near future. Make decisions
Vance.
school.
about
But Ross said the two
TAURUS
events were not related
(Apr. 20 to May 20 I ti4a.
and that he was reluctant
A partner has good news
to take the command.
MANAMA, Bahrain Arabian peninsula.
money. Attend to tax,
about
were
harmful
not
as
as
He said Vance was be- (A?) — A strong earthestate and banking business.
Yemeni radio said the the first one."
ing kept under quake that rocked
North
"The number of vic_ Accept responsibility in marsurveillance at the re- Yemen killed at least 600 earthquake had a 4.0
reading
the
on
scale with tims keeps rising, riage•
quest of Florida officials people, injured more
than
GEMINI
because of his possible 3,000 others and left its epicenter at Maareb, because rescue men are (May21
toJune 20)
,
connection with the thousands homeless, the ancient capital of the still recovering corpses,' You'll make an important
Queen
Sheba
of
and
home
the
radio
said.
murder of a Florida pro- Arab diplomatic sources
relationship.
of an ancient dam and
"The quake caused .an decision about afor
secutor.
marriage.
may
here said today.
temple.
It
said
the
quake
avalanche
in
mountains
',',"="a
oainaJarTlikely.
Ross also denied that
The Yemeni state radio "broke a major rift" in a and plateaus, forcing '
;CNce'
ER
he was getting desperate in an early morning
when he sought and newscast said the death huge mountain range local residents to spend '- une 21 to July 72) eqz)
the night outside their.
received approval from a toll from the quake late near Maareb.
Important job developments
federal court magistrate Monday included 250 No information was im- homes," the radio said. are likely. Employers hire
mediately
available on "People were bracing for new help. Do what you can to
to place a device known pupils trapped under
damage to the remains of more tremors."
as a pen register on debris of their
help childrenwith their proprimary the dam and temple.
Saudi Arabian sources hie
Vance's phone.
school. It said military The radio was broad- said scores of victims LE0
The pen register rescue squads were
digg- casting verses from the were being moved from (Jtily 23 u,Aug. n) atick
records the numbers call- ing corpses out of the
rub- Koran,Islam's holy book, stricken areas to
ed from a phone and the ble of homes and
that the and occasionally calling
horizon!
length of the calls. The death toll was bound to
be
on all citizens to help ma
h°sP
joirtais
citieis San
acrlols and
the tend
bbmayttbeurrs
physical
authority for its use did rise.
thousands hurt in the country.
receive
e
t
y
co
ion
t
ma
i
.
rA
l
l
id
not allow Ross to listen to
The radio, monitored in
King Fahd of Saudi special
or record conversations. Manama, said 85 villages quake. North Yemeni
Members of Ross' sustained "enormous President All Abdullah Arabia declared "all-out view
Saleh ordered military Support" to North (Aug.23 teSept. 72) WP%.
surveillance team said destruction."
units to participate in the Yemen, the Saudi state Now's the time to attend to
the month-long watch on
The Saudi Press AgenVance had not turned up cy reported from Sanaa, rescue operations, the radio said, and that Fahd domestic matters you've put
messaged Saleh an ex- off. Self-discipline will enable
any evidence of criminal the North Yemeni radio reported.
An undisclosed number pression of condolences you to complete a creative
wrongdoing.
capital, that 11 of the 85
Ross said a villages were "totally of mild tremors hit North and a pledge ofproject.
surveillance is different devastated." The radio Yemen during the night, "unlimited moral and LIBRA
(Sept.230 Oct. 22) An
from an investigation and said the Dhamar pro- the radio said, "but these material support."
Travel and creative inwas not necessarily in- vince in central Yemen
terests
are happily emphasiztended to turn up was one of the regions
You receive news from a
ed.
evidence. He said its hardest hit by the 40Replenish your kitCensus at Murray- Raper, Box 209, New Con- sibling.
primary function was to second tremor.
cben cabinet.
Callowa
County
y
cord,
establish a connection
The U.S. Geological
SCORPIO
Jason Ray Neale, Rt. 1, (Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) r11/4F
between Vance and Survey's Earthquake In- Hospital for Wednesday,
was
8,
Dec.
149
adults
and Almo, Clara E. Carter, pay attention to ways to inmembers of a drug smug- formation Center at
1617 Ryan, Lille K. crease income. You may
gling ring known as "The Golden, Colo., recorded three in nursery.
Company."
the quake at 6.0 on the A newborn admission Gregory, Rt.7, Lillie change your spending habits.
Ross denied hooking up Richter scale of ground was Teresa McCuiston Darnell, Fern Terrace, You may make a major purAnnie 13. Counts, Rt. 5, chase.
any equipment to tape motion, capable of caus- and baby girl.
phone conversations and ing severe damage. It Dismissals were as Johnie Hobert Elliott, Rt. SAGITTARIUS
je4410.
sutz,
5. Willie B. Moody, Rt. 1, (Nov.22to Dec.21) ^
denied taping any of the said preliminary findings follows:
Rt. 6, Puryear,Tenn.
You've taken stock of
conversations.
put the epicenter in the
Ross said that the tapes Dhamar area near the Lawana Gorth, Rt. 3, Jenurpo
be
msty
e it
cyh:a
agyele.mak
efeto
ur
tlnsgepelf
inineli
t thl:en
of the phone converse- southwest tip of Saudi nifer Mathis and baby
HOSPITAL
COST
boy, 2 Zimmerman Apts.,
.
Hospitals in Alaska, that life has to offer.
Carol Wilson and baby
Californi
a and the CAPRICORN
girl, 1307 Kirkwood,
Leigh Rudy and baby District of 'Columbia (Dec.72toJan. 19)
girl, Rt. 1, Palmersville, charged more for a It's a time for reflection.
semiprivate room than Take a journey inward and get
Tenn.,
Jean Mapes, Rt. 1, Spr- any place else in the to know yourself better. Show
ingville, Tenn., Corrine country, according to the Your loyalty by helping a
Castleman, Box 121, Health Insurance friendout.
Hickman, Catherine M. Association of America. AQUARIUS
Glass, Rt. 8, Johnny G. As of July 1982, one night (Jan.20 to Feb. 18)
Walston, Rt. 1, Almo, in a semi-private room ExPect an increase in social
• Dessie Sales, 735 Nash, ran an average of $233 in activity. A friend may interest
Melissa S Beam, Rt. 1, Alaska, $231 in California Ynu in a business venture. A
Dexter, Mary Susan and $244 in the District of lucky invitation may arrive.
PISCES
Perry, Rt. 5, Lloyd B. Columbia.
(Feb. 19 toMar.20) )(Q
'
You'll make a major decision regarding career inCHECK OUT'THE FEATURES. terests. Remember to share
your success with friends who
CHECK OUT THE PRICE.
have proven their loyalty.
YOU BORN TODAY have
financial acumen and administrative talents. You do
well in large ventures and
have a creative flair as well.
You'll have success in acting,
design, music and writing,
though often you're attracted
into businesses allied to the
lbshiba's new BD-4511
desktop plain paper copier.
arts. The professions are also
Exclusive VIP and ACE mean better likely to appeal to you and you
performance and better copy quality Add
may be found pursuing a
super reductions,edge-to-edge copying and
career in law, medicine,
dual paper cassettes.
diplomacy or science. Home is
important to you. Birthdate
Call for a free demonstration
of: Maxwell Anderson,
office
your
today.
in
playwright; J. Paul Getty,
financier; and Oscar
Niemeyer. architect

Earthquake kills at least 600

II

MEDICARE APPROVED
Reimbursement may be mode for thd 'rental or purchase of a
medically necessary seat lift when prescribed by a physician
for a patient with severe arthritis of the hip or knee and patients
with muscular dystrophy or other neuromuscular diseases
when it has been determined the patient can benefit therapeutically from use of the device. Ask your Leisure-Lift dealer
for further details.

4
1

A. HOLLAND

MEDICAL
Caring For You Is Our Tradition
Next To Hotbed's Drug Store-Downtown Murray

-1r

Hospital census announced

4

LIST PRICE ON ALL
IN STOCK UNITS
23 UNITS TO SELL
The Kimball Whitney Spinet is
made in the Kimball tradition of
mufkal excellence This tradition
is maintained by(owl craftsmanship, exclusive features like
the Unlock back that resists settling and holds precision tuning.
At Kimball, cabinet finishing is a
special art the final step in providing you with the benefits of
Kimball's tradition 01 excellence.

In
0

MAYFIELD

1111
P
omalik

rim 116 NORTH MI

247-5912

WEEKLY SPECIAL
(Dec. 12 - Dec. 18)

SHIRTS
The Kimball Superstar
Organ. a two manual organ
with easy play features
that let you entoy the thrill
of music without the agony
of practice' It'll make you
a star . for less

20% OFF
OPEN SUNDAY 1-5 p.m.
NIGHTS 'TIL 8 p.m.
Free Gift Wrapping

GRAHAM It JACKSON
For The Port uculor Mon

DOWNTOWN SHOPPING CENTER

209 apply.for
presidency
at NKU
HIGHLAND
HEIGHTS, Ky.(AP) — A
total of 209 people hate
applied to the Northern
Kentucky University
board of regents to succeed A.D. Albright as
president of the university.
"Files are complete on
the applicants. They include a statement of interest, a vita or resume, a
list of references and a
statement of qualifications," said Ken Lucas,
board chairman.
Albright has announced
his retirement as head of
the 10,000-student university, effective Feb. 28.
Lucas said a review committee will meet Wednesday to attempt to cut the
list of applicants to about
25.
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Here's the Answer
By ANDY LANG
AP Newstestares
Q. — For years I have
finished varnished surfaces with powdered
pumice, in some cases
following with powdered
rottenstone when I want a
eery glossy finish.
liever
• , I have read
about using a rubbing
compound for the same
purpose. Can you tell me
Whether rubbing campound will do the job and
whether it has any disadvantages?
A. — Rubbing compound is an excellent product for obtaining a
smooth, polished surface.
There are many different
kinds, both in makeup
and coarseness. Ask the
advice of the dealer for
the type you should use
for the project you have
in mind. After using it,
you will be able to determine the kind you need
for future jobs. As for
disadvantages, there
should be none if you
follow the directions exactly, but be careful to
keep cleaning the cloth
you are using to remove
the accumulated muck.
Q. — I recently used
pumice powder and
water for rubbing down
the surface of a table I
had finished with lacquer. At first, everything
seemed to go well, but
after a while the pumice
did not seem to be cutting. What causes this?
A. — See the above
answer. It is probable you
have not been cleaning
the rubbing cloth often
enough. Try using a piece
of felt for the rubbing procedure. It is less likely to
clog than regular cloth,
but it nevertheless should
also be cleaned frequently.
Q. — Every time I read
about how to select paint
brushes, they mention
that the good brushes
have "flagged:;;Xigt.lhs,
"41.41 does the, Mean,. I
looked it up in my dictionary, but there is no
definition that relates to
brushes.
A. — A brush with flagged bristles has bristles
split at the ends.
Sometimes it isn't easy to
detect the split ends, but
if you look very closely,
preferably against a
strong light, you will be
able to see the splits — if
the bristles have them.
These splits somehow
help the paint to spread
more easily as well as to
hold more paint. When
testing for split ends in
front of a light, bend the
bristles a bit.
Q. — A book I have says
some furniture made by
hand in Mexican villages
is given a dark color by a
mixture of tar and
gasoline. If this is so, can
you tell me the proportions of the mixture and
how to use it?
A. — Forget it. It's a
messy mixture requiring
considerable practice
and often can cause a
poor effect. Stick to one of
the conventional stains,
which can give you any
shade you want,
remembering that mixing with the proper solvent will lighten the stain,
as will a quick wipeoff.

plywood that will coal*
a stain to "take" in a
uniform manner. Can yea
tell me what it is?
A. —
a sealer made
especially for fir plywood
and other woods which
have a "wild" grain.
Your dealer will know
what you mean. Get the
clear sealer if you are going to use a clear finish as
the final coat — a white
sealer if you plan on a
painted or blond final
coat.

Recliner buyers usuallyrepeat customers
SIM MIMI
MO =NM
IMO IMP

that this has been corrected, do we keep the
Vads spin or closed aerie the cold weather? We
have had conflicting opinions about this. The fenny pert is that these differing opinions came
from two people who are
in the business.
A. — As a general rule,
vents are left open to
keep air passing under
the floor of the space and
thus moving out the
dampness. When there is
no dampness, the vents
usually are closed as a
heat-conserving
measure. In your case,
you'll have to make the
decision yourself. U you
are sure the dampness
has been eliminated,
close the vents. If there is
still dampness, keep
them open, at least part
of the time. Probably
your best bet is to close
them, then make regular
checks to determine what
Is or is not happening.
Nobody can give you
positive advice unless he
makes a personal inspection of the condition. By
the way, you say there is
insulation under the floor
over the crawl space. Be
sure the vapor barrier on
this insulation is facing
the upper occupied portion of the house, with
some space between the
insulation and the floor
boards.

Q. — I recently put up
some wood panels in our
den. I sank the nailheads
a tiny bit and then touched up each one with an oil
stain. The trouble is the
stain is lighter than the
color of the wood. Do I
have to get off the old
stain and put on new,
dark stain or can I apply
new stain over the old?
A. — Try using the
same stain again. If it
makes the spots a little
darker, but not dark
enough, wait a couple of
days, then repeat the
treatment. Do this as
many times as possible.
Or you can simply buy a
slightly darker stain and
use that. Getting a stain
to match surrounding
wood often entails some
experimentation. When
you want a stain to appear lighter than it is,
mix some of it with
turpentine and rub it off
right after you apply it.
When you want it to apQ. — If I sand and stain
pear darker, use it as is a floor, how long do I
and let it stay on the wood have to wait before vara little longer.
nishing it? I probably will
use the urethane kind?
A. — Most manufacQ. — Following your
advice, I placed turers say 12 hours, but
polyethylene sheets on it's safer to wait
the dirt floor of the crawl somewhat longer,
space under our house. It perhaps at least 24 hours.
seems to have stopped
The techniques of usmoisture from coming up ing varnish,
shellac, lacfrom the ground and wet- quer, bleach,
stain,
ting the insulation that is remover, etc., are detailunder the floor, which ed in Andy Lang's
was the cause of our booklet, "Wood Finishing
original trouble. But now in the Home," available
_wg hawe to make another by sending 50 cents
a
decision and hope you can long, stamped, and
selfhelp us. The sides of the addressed envelope to
crawl space are enclosed, Know-How, P.O. Box 477,
with vents in them to Huntington, NY 11743.
allow the passage of air. Questions of general inThose vents didn't help terest will be answered in
too much when the the column. Individual
moisture was corning out correspondence cannot
of the ground, but now be undertaken.)

by 6111111AltA MATZR
AP Randeateres People who sem a
recliner ohm my it is the
most comtertable pace
al Newlin,. ie the Mos,
but imbostry agoras indicate redid( domino
am found in osily about 111
percent of American
homes.
People who buy one
usually end up as repeat
customers, says Jack
Hafkey, an executive
with a recliner =mdse.
hirer. Bo/ the outdated
Image of the chair as an
oversized eyesore
prevents many from even
considering a purchase.
he added.
The first problem was
to redesign recliners in
acceptable styles.
However, since the
overall percentage of
those who own a recliner
hasn't changed much
over the years, the new
challenge "is to let people
know we have changed,"
added Hafliey.
Nowadays, the industry
Is gearing its products
towards that 80 percent of
the public that doesn't
have a recliner — and
may not even want one.
Some methods selected
to get more recliners into
American homes have
been: restyling the chairs
to make them look more
like conventional easy
chairs; adding new
fabrics — the same ones
you'll find on other
upholstered furniture,
and providing a wider
range of sizes
At the recent furniture
market in North
Carolina, for example,
Hafkey's company —
Barcalounger —
underscored the variety
of sizes available by introducing the same chair
in small, medium and
large versions. Other
manufacturers also offer
a wide selection of sizes
to accommodate many
types of body frame comfortably.
The concept of proper
fit is considered particularly inaPartant with
a recliner since the chair
is supposed to provide the
body with a totally relaxing environment.
Marketing information
indicates that the chair is
usually sought for the added comfort it offers over
conventional seating.

For all your Travel Reservations Coll

Marjorie and Bill Major
7S3-0880
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On the house
By ANDY LANG
AP Newateatures
Renovating an old
house sometimes falls into the area of biting off
more than you can thew.
Nevertheless, millions of
families are doing it limes
the cost of professional
remodeling is whet it is.
The intricacies of
renovation, assuming a
lack of experience, tip
many an =banes doityourselfer, yet the mail
makes it clear many persons plunge into projects
with only a smattering of
knowledge about what
they are undertaking.
It would seem
reasonably wise not to
undertake such a
massive Job as
renovating an entire rimdown house or a major
part of it without detailed
information about the
possible pitfalls. Tbe
bookstores are crammed
with the kind of data people need to even consider
major remodeling.
Buying one of the books
about renovation after
you have purchased an
old house for the purpose
of fixing it and have
begun the restoration is
not sufficient to deer you
In the right direction. It
must be done before you
have picked up a hammer
or any other tool. What
you learn before you start
will save you headaches
aad letsd money.
The ollew Roy I checked some of the books I

he,, m the soh*. of
meeedelles sod cum up
wih
le:
"The CIM Hass RAMOS
90114"hy Robert Rasps
(puNdoed by Reston
Puddling Co., Reston.
Va.)
"Complete Book of
Home Remodeling, Improvement and Repairs,"
by A. M. Watkins
(published by Scribner's,
New Yost.)
"Home Modernizing
Guide," by Gerald Sherwood ( published by Sterling Publishing, New
York.)
"You Can Renovate
Your Own Home," by
Floyd Green and Susan
Meyer ( published by
Doubleday, Garden City.
N.Y )
"From the Walls In,"
by Charles Wing
(published by Little,
Brown, Boston.)
"How To Remodel and
Enlarge Your Moms," by
M. Daniels (published by
Bobba-Merrill, New
York.)
"Restoring Old
Houses," by Nigel Hutchins ( published by Van
Nostrand Reinhold,
Toronto.)
"House Recycling," by
Mary Weir published by
Contemporary Books,
Chicago.)
"Home Restoration,"
by William Rooney
(published by Van
Nostrand Reinhold,
Toronto.)
"Remodeling Hand-

book," by Andy Lang
*Mashed by Hammond.
.74.1
1111
4=
re
d downs more,
both in your public
libraries and commercial
bookstores. If you cow
template renovating,
browse through them and
decide which can help
you. Also, if you want
more data on any of the
books mentioned, neluding prices, your book
dealer can mid you if
you give him the above
information.
(Do-it-yourselfers
around the home will find
much heiphil information
in Andy Ling's "Practical Home Repairs."
which can be obtained by
sending 11.50 to this
newspaper at P.O. Boa 11,
Teaneck. NJ VANN
The average 1.6-year.
old American male in
reasonably good health
can look forward to
reaching his nth birthday - another 11.2 years
of life, says the American
Council of Life Insurance
But 16-year-old women
today have an average
Life expectancy of XII
more years, says tin
council. On the average,
they will live to be 11 or
older.

Wallpaper
(leg. 75 lesb)

Country
Prints

RICKMAN & NORS WORTHY
BUILDING SUPPLY
500S 4th St

Ii Stick
ky Tully
Decsratt
Today

153 6450

Bentley's Invites Yee
To Try Ovr
Jumbo Country
Hem Biscuits

ALLPAPIal
T ALLPAPIRIR

2 Foromy$1.00

representing
American and International Troveffime
...A MmHg' Erwin'Place

Give The Perfect
Christmas Gift...A
Gibson Ham Co. Gift Certificate

Q. — There is
something you put On fir
Drop by
and see
Our display

3594 Lem Oak Rd.
LOW OAX MIA
PADUCAN, BY.

Cent
Snows
Merry/

e-e MON-SAT
517-554-0101

MONEY
MARKET
CHECKING ACCOUNT
1. Earn High Money Market Rotes.
2. Low $2,500 Minimum Balance.
3. Federally Insured Deposit Up To $100,000.
4. Convenient Check Writing Feature.

RRY*
CUSTOM KITCHEN
CABINETS &
CUSTOM
WOODWORKING

Solid Wood Cabinets
& Raised Panel Doors
Birch Oak
Walnut•Cherry
Guncases•Mantles
Bookcases•Kitchen
Cabinet Tops
Custom Built Furniture
& furniture Refinishing
COMPETIVE PRICES
753.5040
Murray
1212 Mein
Ky.

Airodluarimams.=
ea a PR ant moo inialled in the Wm it is
generally mod primsety
by ape momber et the
I-.
If yes piss es buy a
recliner as a gilt far someone,it is a geed idea to
take the recipient drag
to the store to try It suit. If
the chair lea good flt, the
test will be*Med firmly
on the floor with the
knees slight bent in the
upright position. Rec
ing, the feet will he
centered on the raised
footrest, not extending
past it, with the legs
slightly bent rather than
straight out.
The goal is to duplicate
a "floating in water position" in which the feet are
raised to the same level
as the heart. This position
was found to be the most
restful for the human
body by Dr. Anton
Lorenz, who in the 19304
developed a chair which
evolved into the modern
recliner.
Consumers shopping
for a recliner are likely to
come across a variety of
options in type of
mechanism and number
of positions. It may help
to remember there are
two basic types of
recline:- — those which
move out into the room
and those which move
back toward the wall.
The chairs that extend
into the room into the
reclining position can be
placed closer to the wall.
Those which move
backwards are just as
comfortable and are
generally less expensive,
though also less flexible
than the first type. Both
types are available as
two-position and threeposition recliners. There
are also recliners that adjust on a continuum, providing any number of
variable positions from
upright to totally prone,
locking into place or moving in response to body
pressure. Some recliners
also offer rocking and
swiveling features, aswell.
Recliner mechanisms
operate in one of two
ways — with a handle or
lever at the side of the
chair or by pressure on
the arms. Some people
find the handle versions
easier to use. The handle

Nome Office Traffic:

IEEIN1St
EIST N Midway

If Sue bolance falls below minimum, Hoe rote decreases
to tft• regular HOW Account rote of S.25%.

We Also Sell Coentry Nes, And Will Ship Them To
Their Christmas Destination.
Bey The 1 /2 - Whole - Or Slices.

Wholesa e Z 'eta!

at

GIBSO# HAM CO.

753-14111
We Accept Feed
NOUN; 7011-S:11 Mee. -Fri.
Stumps
107 N. 3rd St.
7:00-1 2:111 Set.
fed Meat Market in Murro
Onl Federal In
•-

SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
Murray

Branch

1201 Main tit.
HMI
759-1630
LENDER
Home Office 1601 Broatiwa)• Paducah. k,.
"Large enough to be otroag, yet assail mower o be &testily.-
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Lady Lakers bash Fulton,
break 2-game losing skid

MSU golf coach honored

Hewitt granted NGF post

'." 0.• Se .,

• Vs.

Calloway County's girls
broke a two-game losing
streak with a 61-51 victory at Fulton City Monday.
Balanced scoring, plus
13 crucial points off the
bench, enabled the Lady
Lakers to improve to 2-4.
CCHS coach John Orr
gave the win to his team's
defensive effort which
created numerous scoring situations. "This is
the first game we actually caused more turnovers
than we had ourselves,"
Orr said.
The tLady Lakers
pressured the ball and
created 26 turnovers to

Raymond "Buddy"Hewitt

cr Sells' r La- • VVal M -•T Sells for Less• vvai Mart Sells for Less • Ad,

WALTMART

ir•

641 North Central Center
759-9995 Expires 12-19-82
Mon.-Sot. 9-10 p.m. Sun. Noon-6

Great
Christmas
Gifts For That
Special Lady
At Wal-Mart

so

VIIIMEIMEME1021MITAZ

2.1

Illustrations
Enlarged To
Show Detatl

A Twenty diamonds
/
1
2cr totaf.weight
B Seven diamonds
ct total weight
C Nine diarolonds
/
1
4 pt total weight
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Save Up To 64.00
Ladies Diamond
Cocktail Rings

$223

$332

Fle
A

¶394.

Super Low Prices
on 14 Kt. Gold
At Wal-Mart!

'Choose from serpentine.
herringbone, cobra, rope

37.43

Tallow

35.94TR:744%

Murray girls extend
win streak to four
with victory at Trigg
Jim Harrell doesn't
want people to get the
wrong impression about
his Lady Tiger basketball
team. But it's hard for
him to convince others
that Murray High isn't
just a one-two punch
team.
It's especially hard
when seniors Monica
Greene and Donna
Rousse double-handedly
outscore an opponent, 5344. Monday they did just
that, leading Murray to
its fourth straight victory, a 62-44 decision over
host Trigg County.
-Of course I'm enjoying what they can do,"
Harrell admits, "but if
we can find a third punch
: to go with them we'll do
alright."
Greene scored 31
points, Rousse 22 in the
latest Murray victory
which improved the Lady
Tigers to 4-1 overall.

2.87

Ladies
Fashion Pins
'Many styles to
choose from

Your Choice

jjAp

rmliwr

31.00
39.00
23.00
14.00
12.00

re..R.411
i

lllalJluhi?ttllJ II'

••••• 11.11
,
. .
11.1 1111.

-

-
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Ladies Jewel Boxes
'Choose from a large assortment of
beautifully crafted solid wood styles
•Available in musical or non-musical
boxes'Nos A-1, AA-1 8-1

WAL71111ART
• Sf.

4.

Trigg County had three
girls score in double
figures, led by Michelle
Henderson's 13 and 11
from Angie Dilliard.
Diana Ridley scored six
as the third scorer for
MHS.
Taking a 4-1 record into
Friday's district game at _
Calloway County, Harrell
says his girls are right on
schedule and living up to
his pre-Christmas expectations.
"We'll find out real
quick after Christmas
how good we are," Harrell predicted, pointing to
a pivotal game against
Reidland as being a good
target for comparison.
"They (Reidland) have
a very good ballclub, 6-1
or 6-2, and they'll match
up with us pretty good.
They'll let us know how
much work we have to
do," Harrell said.
About Friday's encounter at Calloway, Harrell said one of his team's
main objectives will be to
keep the homecourt
crowd factor minimized.
"Anytime you play over
there the crowd is going
to get involved and can
make a difference. We've
got to keep the crowd
from becoming a factor."

Reg. 49.97

Reg. 29.83

Reg. 17.74

Reg. 15.77

ells or

Birmingham Classic,
Dec. 28-29.
MSU plays Fordham in
the opening round while
Alabama-Birmingham
plays Alaska-Anchorage
in the other first-round
game.
Tickets to the tournament may be purchased
at the MSU Athletic
Ticket Office in Room 211
of Stewart Stadium for
$7.50 per night.

NBA hails Bird
NEW YORK (AP) Larry Bird, who averaged 33 points a game last
week in leading the
Boston Celtics to three
straight victories, was
named the NBA Player of
the Week.

KEEP THAT GREAT GM
FEELING WITH GENUINE
GM PARTS

1977 Firebird
Silver, blue cloth, automatic

DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
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Murray State's Racer
Club will sponsor its second basketball luncheon
meeting Wednesday- -et
noon at the Golden Corral
Steak House on Highway
641 South in Murray.
The meeting is open to
the public and will feture
a brief talk at 12:30 by
MSU coach Ron Greene
previewing the Racers'
upcoming trip to Death
Valley (Eastern Kentucky and Morehead
Friday and Saturday.
Game tickets for the
Death Valley trip may be
purchased at the gate at
EKU for $4.50 and $3.50
and at Morehead for $5
and $3.
After this weekend's
games, the Racers break
for Christmas before
traveling to the Alabama-

e

ety •ssal Jo sues :AIN lem

Save 1 05
14 Kt. Gold
Novelty Charms
•Many styles to
choose from
•Reg 697

art

•Pewler ornaments
each portraying one
of the 'Twelve Day
of Christmas
•Reg 39€'

ess •Nat ..

Save Up To 9 02
Ladies
Helbros Watches
•1 7 Jewel Swiss movernent .Available in
yelloW or silver tone

Save 1.09
Pewter
Christmas
Tree Ornaments
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Wal Mart Sells for Less •Wa Mart Sells fo• -ess •sal

Save 3 37
Ladies "Colorama'
Thin Digital
Guartz,Watch
•Slim metal band
•4 Functions
'No 6311 7 *Reg 16 83

97.24
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Becky Smith and Susie
Ray were the top individuals for Fulton City,
scoring 15 and 14.
Malcolm was the
game's most proficient
rebounder with a dozen,
although she only had

three in the first half.
"We're starting to
come along, but we
desperately need practice time," Orr said. "We
need to spend more time
with fundamentals to
straighten out what we've
been doing wrong. In the
past week, though, we've
only had about an hour's
time to practice because
we've had games almost
every night.
"We've got three days
now to prepare for Murray High (Friday) and
we're going to put that
time to good use."
Friday's girls game
begins at 6:30 p.m. with
the CCHS-MHS boys playing immediately afterwards.

Racer Club sets meeting

S30118, C30)18
H30118
Reg 44 94

M * '-5.1111 JOI SuStJrIN

Winchester and Shannon Ford came off the
bench to lend 13 points to
the victory, a crucial element, according to Orr.

The Trigg girls tried a
slowdown game, drawing
the Tigers out of their
zone defense, but once
they drew them out, they
couldn't keep them away.
Murray blasted the hosts,
12-4, in the second period
and denied any chance of
a Trigg rally.

Save Up To 22.70
•
Ladies 18 Inch
14 Kt. Gold Chains

11."

only 13 of their own.
And with those 26 turnovers, Calloway produced several key buckets.
Tammy Tress scored
12 points and Terri
Malcolm and Beth Hooks
each contributed 10.
Anita Hill and Jenny Winchester had eight apiece.

•

elk o,Less

•
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assisting the growth of instructional golf programs.
In reference to the latter, NGF's Educational
Services Division provides workshops for golf
professionals, teachers
and coaches, as well as
clinics for players.
The programs are conducted by consultants
upon request from
schools, colleges, camps,
recreation programs and
golf facilities.
In addition to being
selected to the NGF position, Hewitt has been a
member of the NCAA
Golf Selections Committee since 1973.

for Less •Wal Mart Sells. for Less •Wal Mart

tors at colleges and
universities throughout
the country.
According to the NGF
bulletin, "each was
selected not only for his
teaching excellence but
his desire to serve the
need of schools and communities who wish to give
greater number of
students a sound exposure to the game."
The National Golf
Federation is a non-profit
service organization
directing its efforts
toward stimulating the
growth of golf in two major areas: assisting the
development of golf
course facilities, and

ess

NORTH PALM
BEACH, Fla. - Raymond "Buddy" Hewitt,
Murray State assistant
professor and golf coach,
was recently appointed
Area Consultant for the
National Golf Foundation.
The appointment, announced by NGF Director
of Educational Services
Annette Thompson,
places Hewitt in charge
of NGF programs
throughout Kentucky.
Hewitt joins over 80
other NGF Area Consultants who represent
outstanding PGA and
LPGA professionals in
addition to noted instruc-
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Cowboys accept early Christmas present -a a win over Oilers
(AP)

—

Cowboys safety
Indwell Downs had only
one worry about accepting an early Christmas
gift from Houston Oiler
rode Gary Allen — he
feared he might get
caught from behind.
But Downs discovered
Moeda night that, at

best on a football field, it
is more blessed to receive
than to give.
Downs scooped up
Allen's fourth-quarter
fumble and raced 88
yards for a touchdown to
break the Oilers' backs
amd ease the Cowboys to a
37-7 victory that clinched
a National Football
League record 17th consecutive winning season.

The victory gave thus
a 4-1 record, potting ihe
Cowboys in a tie with
Washington fee first
place in the Nathan'
Football lAsgee's National Coaference standings. Houston is 1-6 in
the AFC.
"I kind of thought about
not getting caught,"
Downs confessed after
his game breaker. "ft's
kind of embarrassing for
them to run you down
from behind. They Imre
inside the 10-yard line
and just for us to have
possession of the ball was
a plus for us."
The Cowboys already
were in control of the

back from a loss last
week to upend their opponents, 45-30. Mark
West's 24 points and nine
rebounds gave the Tigers
a rallying point as they
crushed their opposition.
Rodney Skinner had
nine points as secondhigh for the Tigers.
Defense made the difference for the MMS
boys, according to coach
Rick Fisher, who added,

=

"And to me that's a most outstanding
real key. When the offen- itatistic was being sack-

sive line is ancolks and ed six times for 11 yards
we're getting prinectis in looms by the Cowboy
for the pealing game and trent four. "We faked to
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Catcher Fisk catches Bannister
CHICAGO (API —
Aiken. Chiatgo White
Sea catcher Caritas Fisk
denies 11, dab owe=
credit him with being the
bait that caught "the big
fish," V-year-old lefthender Floyd Bannister,
the most pursued *cher

I. major league ftv•-year castrate with
Meehan's riPillATY draft. the ilea
White Sea moors Jerry
Relasdorf sad Eddie
Although Balmier(and
altars announced Mon- Binhene dsclInd einaday night that Basmister, east IS the tense et the
the American Leaves =lite M.
ica
SOW
strikeout leader last
mason, had agreed 10 a sr krZ
=
mi
ifia"

"Our defense turned into In a very physical game
our offense last night. We which produced 29 jump
forced a lot of turnovers balls.
Kelly Ridley was the
and gave ourselves plenty of opportunities to difference for the Lady
Tigers, scoring 17 points.
Fisher was especially Teammate Jodie
pleased with the improve- Schwann was Murray's
ment of his squad from high rebounder with nine.
Murray out-rebounded
last week's loss. "We outrebounded them 30-19 and North Marshall, 38-22,
we reached one of our and overcame 30 turgoals which was to com- novers to even their
mit fewer than 15 tur- record at 1-1.
Thursday both Murray
novers(14)."
Murray improved to 2-1 teams travel to Calloway
County Middle School for
overall.
The Lady Tigers held a doubleheader beginning
off a late rally to win 24-20 with the girls at6 p.m.

ARD
Reduce current taxes
while setting aside
retirement money.

Futrell dished out seven
assists and had four
steals; Alan Cothran had

ow ''

11 points; and Tony
Benke scored 10 points
and snared five rebounds.
The Lady Lakers experienced a hard week of
practice, but the hard
work paid off, according
to Peter O'Rourke, CCMS
coach.
The starting five for
CCMS shot a blistering 63
percent from the floor,
led by Tabitha Johnson's
75 percent for six points.
Johnson also grabbed
two rebounds and aided
with four assists in the
Lady Lakers' 38-11 rout.
CCMS held the South
Marshall girls scoreless
in the third period.
Christi Anderson produced eight points, four
rebounds and two assists
while scoring help from
Christi Darnell (10) and
Liz Marquardt (five)
rounded out the four top
players for CCMS.
CCMS plays host to
both Murray Middle
School teams Thursday
starting with girls' action
at6 p.m.

Don't laugh...
Men's Nite is a special one night
sale where you'H save on
Holiday fashion gifts fix
your "favorite gal

everyone CIIN

divideal Retirement Anneity

High School
Basketball

Pro Football
leaditem Omer
lestimel reseal Loges
Baffsk 12,Pittsburgh"
Anagram Cadarasce
hlineassta U,Bare 16
W L T Pet. PF PA
Omeissuill U,Cieveind 111
5 1
.133 1U *
Cincinnati
Detroit Orem ow al
.133 156 121
LA. Raiders 5 1
.ass 171 U 0 Now Raglead 2,MI
5 1
N.Y. Jets
New Yark Jets 31,Tamps Bay 17
.1e7 111 73
4 2
Buffalo
Undoing** 12,49.
7
.497117 N
Miami
4, 2
11117 121 111
4' 2
Pittsburgh
14
Atoka
Rains
SI
Denver
A,
Lan
10
121/
4 2
IV
Pea Diego
Made 36,Now °rims
.388 13 16
14ew Begkend 3 3
Las Arian Raiders 11, Roam Qty
.511104 1111
3 3
Salt&
433 II 121 16
2 4
Cleveland
kluiday'sClaw
111 10
2 4
Omar
Dallas 17,Hoisees 7
.167 II 136
lieustem
1 5
listargre,Dee 36
.567 1" 1311
Kansas City 1
New York Jets at UMW
0 4
.4118 0 131
Baltimore
Los Angeles Rams at Lea Angeles
NMienal Osaareaos
.03 10 U Raiders
Dallas
5 I
.133 121 1114
Washington 5 I
4 2
.1/17 153 119
Atlanta
thisiy,Dee.s
4 2
.017 144 115
Green Bay
Buffalo at Tampa Bay
3
3
.500149
93
Detroit
lississ at Philadelphla
.540 101 111
3 3
Minnesota
141anesets at Week
.5110 77 101
New Orisons 3 3
NY Olamb at Washiagton
.510
1113
97
3
3
N.Y. Giants
PRIsbargli at Clevalsad
500 101 114
St Louis
$ 3
St. Laub at Chitsge
2 4
233 77 112
Chicago
Orme
at asiihnere
333 136 156
San Fends* 2 4
Kamaaty Deem
.333 • SI III
Tempo Bay 2 4
New OrlonatDalliss
1 5
.167121 150
L A_ Rams
New DOW Nina,
136
Philadelphia 1
Atlanta atSan Prandece ,
NOTE: The top eight teams in each
,Dec. 10
confereuce will qualify for the playoffs.
Cincinnati *Sae Diego

Kentocky High School Dadesthall
kkaday C51113all
Girls
Ashland Blazer 51, Allen Central*
Assumption 57. Bardstown
Bethlehem 31
Betsey Layne 74, Johnson Central U
Boor Co.67,St Henry 34
Boyle Co. $1, Harrodsburg 35
Bracken Co. 49, Fleming Co. 37
Breckimridge Co.el,Fordsville Si
Bockhorn 10, Hazel Grew Academy
50
Corbin 56, Pulaski Co. 41
East Hardin 41, Ninth 021
Eminence 45, Orin:Ian Academy D
Franklin-Simpson 54, Edmonwin Co.
40
Gallatin Co. 71, Notre Dame II
Gambol60, Green Co. 35
Grant Co. 51, Newport 40
Lex. Henry Clay U,Western HiSs 56
Co. 55, Franklin Co. 41
Holy Rosary 73,Doss61
Learn Co. 31,Somerset 33
Marion Co. 51, Nelson Co. 40
Marshall Co. 72, Carbide Co. 32
°Uhl= Co. 52, Eastern 111
Owensboro Apollo 45, Henderson Co.
35
Peadleton Co. 50, Owentoo Co. 44
Rowan Co. 53, Lawrence Co. 51
Russell Co. U,Danville 31, OT
Soott Co. 87, Bourbon Co. 4$
Shah:ion Clark IS, East Carter 56
Taylor Co. 33,Elizabethtown 46
Masi 71, Vanderizik 77
Illeadsrs Clasp Basketball Scares
Warne East 70, Ohio Co. IN
Levels,a.,Valparaiso 11
lAST
West Carter 50, Boyd Co. 44
114 7", Chedasatt
St. Peter's 11, Allentown 45
West Hard**,LaRue Co. 21
Illinsuri he IL
INIl
W Chester St. 01, E Stroudsburg St
Wheeler** 79,Paintaville 36
North Dakota U,Nesrbead St. 1111
50
Boys
BOUT111111111T
Bardstown 56, Bull* Ear 46
SOUTH
Arit-Linit Reek 74, Cent Artemis
Cumberland Co U,Tanipkkieville 65
Alabama St. 139,8. Carolina St. 113
12,207
Henderson Co. 74, Owensboro Apollo
Alcorn St.87,Florida Alcii 49
Art.-Pine MERU,Hash*46
51
Georgia Tech IS, U. of the Seth 41
Loner 13,Poe American 46
Lanai** Tech 114, NW loatisse 71
Okleheena SI,Ida*a 71
New dieser 110, U.& laternstisnal
Tasa44aa Astra*at,Moth CoS.el
7S
FAR WNW
SE Louisiana U,Southern U.64
California 13,See& Pad& 75
Tomas* Tech Id,Fla.Southern 76
LewhiLlark ft II, Pacific Lathan*
VAR 75, Emory as Beery 71
77, Cff
MIDWIST
St Martin's U.Portland St
The AP Top Tewdy
Cornell Si. Clerelead a SI
Utsb Ct. Weber SL 52
The Top Twenty 5s0 in the
Associated Press college bedoethall
-,with first-place vides in parenthemes, records and total points. Points
bend on 111-*-16-17-1645-14-13-12-11-111OldsProp Pal Table
Boys Prep Pell Table
14-7444444:
The Top Mart teems in the KenThe Tap Fifteen teams in the Law
1.Virginis(il)
94
1,215
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&Georgetown
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14
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11.NC State
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14
111.Syracme
279
74 21
4-2
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51
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College Basketball

Basketball
coaches
solicited
Anyone interested in
coaching girls basketball,
grades 4-6, should contact
Calloway County winter
league director John Orr.
Orr, coach of the
Calloway County High
Lady Lakers, announced
the league's need for
coaches for this season's
program. Registration
has already started for
the winter league which
will begin games in midJanuary.
Practices are being
scheduled now, but more
coaches are needed.
Anyone interested should
contact Orr at East
Calloway Elementary
School, 753-9972, or at
home,436-2118.

me. I've been a defensive
player for as long as I've
been playing."
Downs' cohort in the
dissecting of the Oilers

ussing guns, theirs a
olope be sae Sot were hitting um ail cylinders.
White bit Batch
Adman with tancillown
doge el 22 and le yards
mid Rafael fkiption Mt the
Brat et three Bold gook to
be
e Cowboys a 17-7
Septien hit a 311yarder in the third
geinur before Dame
WOW•rt was one of those
ghemaidi(Aim"captained Offer quarterback Archie Manning, whom

North Marshall bows twice to MMS

CCMS teams
Murray Middle School
played
North Marshall
cruise past
Monday and won bodithe
and girls games.
South Marshall boys
The Tigers bounced
Calloway Middle
School's basketball
teams enjoyed double
success Monday as both
the Lakers and Lady
Lakers cruised past
visiting teams from South
Marshall.
The Lakers outscored
the visitors 14-0 in the
third period after leading
15-9 at the half. The result
was a 36-19 final which
improved CCMS' record
to 2-0.
Four players received
special praise from coach
Burch Kinsolving for impressive contributions —
Jeff Orr grabbed six rebounds, six points and
had five steals; Greg

g=1.leed%7111-7, but mes mierterback Dow
Mae, who Mt three
so 011erbi
lemive at the tenchelms palm.tom he
Mass 7 asd pot the Bunch Johinos.and eelsvillain in slid counseled ed only sly Ms pore.all
oftheomen
SI al V
"It benncad perfectly fOg
rIA
=
id"
for me," Dews mdct
"I think we're in
"And I was jut able to madman" Isrm." While
pick it spend run with it said. "I deal think
I've saver scored a there's any goodies
touchdown in all my about Wit. The hist two
Tars of *Wing football weeks we've pisyed very
So for me to score a well in all phseas of the
touchdown now is pro- football game and bath
bably the best thing that games have really been
could have happened to woe in the trendies.

Close At 3:30 p.m. & Roopon At 4:30 p.m. Choshein Hills Shopping Comer 759-1612

College Poll

High School Polls

14

a

sixuasmissEVE

HOUSTON
DINKA

BONUS OFFER!
Buy the Pocket Computer Model
PC-1 and Get a $29.95 Cassette
Interface at No Extra Charge

k

Larry Krouse Insurance
itaa,
lie Inerance Company

524 Main

59-9888.

f

MAIDA•MAZDA•MAZDA•MAZDA•MAIDA•MAZDA•MA
0

The All New
Front Wheel Drive
Mazda 626

•

C7

< According to experts it's the finest .x
engineered front wheel drive car
P- the 80's. It will be at...

Carroll Mazda
•
•:c

Any Day Watch
This Spare For Arrival Dn..
•

tvw•vozvw•vozvw.vozvw•vazviv•vozvw•vorm

J
Groat Gifts!
•Illoodod Toloccem
*Wirt Accessories
*P1P•s
'Tames & apt
llomitlers
awistome Nem
.S.IP4
a.

SEE IT AT YOUR NEAREST
RADIO SNACK STORE,
COMPUTER CENTER
OR PARTICIPATING DEALER
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our own.
Also, you might suggest that our friend be a little less
cruel to those whose limited income forces than to live on
-the wrong side of the river."
MIFFED iN FLORIDA

By Abigail Van Buren

Gay Visitor Might Wreck
Family's Merry Christmas
DEAR ABBY: To get right to the point, I'm gay. I hm 30
and my lover (I'll call him Bill) is 36. We've lived together
for three years — long enough to know that we belong
together.
Last summer I introduced Bill to my parents and told
them the truth about our relationship. My mother has
accepted Bill, but my father barely tolerates him. It's a
terrible strain for me to be in my father's company with
Bill, although Bill has been very sweet and understanding.
My parents want me to come home for Christmas.(They
live in another state.) They said, "Bill is welcome, too." He
will accompany me if I ask him to, but I'm afraid Dad will
act cool and unfriendly again.
I'd like to spend Christmas with my parents, but I also
want to be with Bill. What should I do?
TOUGH DECISION
DEAR TOUGH: Since your mother appears more
willing to accept the realities of your lifestyle, call
and ask her if she thinks your father will have difficulty handling a visit from you and Bill.
To subject someone you care about to a chilly reception, followed by a strained and uncomfortable
Christmas, would be both unwise and unkind.
* ••

DEAR ABBY: We are a retired couple living in Florida.
My wife doesn't like to spend money on the Daytona
Beach Journal, so she gets a used copy from friends. The
trouble is that these friends cut coupons and articles out
of the newspaper before we get it. I realize it's their paper,
and it's their right to clip out whatever they want, but
sometimes I don't get to finish an article from an earlier
page and very often your column is missing entirely!
Although we are old friends, they make jokes about our
living on "the wrong side of the river." (They mean
"tracks.")
Perhaps if you were to tell my wife that a newspaper is
not an extravagance, she might agree that we should buy

DEAR MIFFED: Since both you and your wife enjoy the daily newspaper, why not treat yourselves
to a subscription as a mutual Christmas gift? That
way you'll get the newspaper intact without having
to rely on the generosity of friends. And for the
cruel remarks masked as humor: For maximum
effectiveness, your friends need to hear any suggestions from you.
•••

DEAR AEU3Y. I am an inmate at the Attica Correctional
Facility in New York. Now that the Christmas season is
upon us, I have a small favor to ask.
Will you please ask your readers to send a card to someone they know in prison? There are many of us here who
would love to hear from our relatives and old friends. It
would mean so much to know that we haven't been forgotten. A card or note during the holiday season would
really give us a tremendous lift.
Merry Christmas, Abby, and may the good Lord bless
You.
BILL
•• *

DEAR ABBY: This is the season when everybody wants
to be home for the holidays. I hope you print this for all
the airline agents everywhere.
I work in the reservations department of a major airline.
I'm the one who answers the phone after you've listened
to the recording. I'm the one who listens while you tell me
how long you've been waiting. I'm the one who tries to
locate your reservations when you don't know the flight
number, the date or time of day you want to leave.
I'm the one who waits while you go look for a pencil
and paper. I'm the one you curse when the flight is full.
I'm the one who searches for your reservation and finds
out you have four others confirmed at different times.
I'm the one who never gets thanked if I find that economy seat, locate the hand baggage you've left behind,
page the passenger at the airport, or straighten out any
number of problems that occur during this busy travel
season.
I'm the one you never wish a Merry Christmas.
OVERWORKED IN PHOENIX

Dr. Whittaker presented resolution
from local ministerial association
The Murray-Calloway
County Ministerial
Association presented
Dr. Bill Whittaker with a
resolution at the reception in his honor on Sunday afternoon.
The occasion was at the
Fellowship Hall of the
First Baptist Church. Dr.
Whittaker and his family
will be leaving soon to
prepare for their work as
missionaries to the
Philippines.
The resolution was as
follows:
WHEREAS, Dr. Bill
Whtitaker, pastor of First
Baptist Church, Murray,
Kentucky, has served as
a faithful and dedicated
member of the MurrayCalloway County
Ministerial Association
and has indicated that he
is moving to a new and
challenging ministry,and
WHEREAS, Bill Whittaker is a beloved and
respected colleague with

Committee, told
reporters Monday after
he and other senators met
with Majority Leader
Howard H. Baker, RTenn.
But Sen. Ernest F. Hollings, D-S.C., leading opponent of the MX and
Reagan's controversial
"dense pack" basing
method, said he still has
the votes to deny money

ACROSS
1 Suitable
4 — la, la
6 Is aware of
11 Skoai, in
Germany
13 Weirder
15 — to say
16 Sun-dried
brick
18 Entertainer
Home
19 Slender finial
21 Verve
22 — Paso
23 Revives
26 Condensed
moisture
29 Barracuda
31 Russian ruler
33 You and I
34 Tantalum
symbol
35 Worthless
leaving
38 Stalemate
39 Comparative
ending
40 Conjunction
41 Saucy
43 Biblical weed
45 Wooden pin
47 Persevere
50 Delhi coins:
-.t-tiabbs*;
52tifiiiing birds
53 Ovine
58 Seed container
58 Christmas

Getting married? Whether you want a formal
church wedding or a simple, "do-your-own-thing"
ceremony, get Abby's new booklet. Send $1 plus a
long, self-addressed, stamped (37 cents) envelope to:
Abby's Wedding Booklet, P.O. Box 38923, Hollywood,
Calif. 90038.

Il
se
v:43.

for the missile until Congress approves a basing
plan.
The dense pack method
would house, within a 20square-mile area near
Cheyenne, Wyo., all 100 of
the missiles Reagan says
are central to improving
the nation's strategic
nuclear force.
Baker said earlier, "I
think one way or the

another we will have fun- bied hard to win support
ding of the MX."
for it in the Senate. White
A vote on money to House spokesman Larry
build the first five of the Speakes said a victory is
100 missiles Reagan "within reach."
wants is likely later this
Tower and other adweek when the lame-duck ministration supporters
Senate considers the Pen- have proposed a comtagon spending bill.
promise which would
Reagan's MX procure- allow the money to be
ment request was spent unless Congress
defeated by the House vetoed it within a specific
last week but he has lob- period of time.
Sen. Alan Cranston, DC.iilif., an oPPorrot of the
missile, conceied Monday that "It is not likely
we can achieve a complete cutoff of the program this year."
At a news conference in
Madison, Wis., Cranston
said he will try "to kill the
MX missile program
once and for all" when
Congress meets again
next month.

Goodlife
Money Market
Account

I'M GOING TO TRY TO
SELL CHRISTMAS WREATHS
FROM DOOR TO POOR.

0$2,500.00 Minimum Opening Balance
*Interest rate is based on Overnight Federal Fund rate
and changes daily
*Account is insured to $100,000 by the FSLIC

WHEREAS, he has
given exemplary leadership and spiritual
guidance to First Baptist
Church and thereby
brought honor to the
gospel cause to which we
are all committed,and
WHEREAS, he is our
cherished friend in the
family of faith.
BE IT THEREFORE
SINCERELY RESOLVED that the MurrayCalloway County

IT IS FURTHER
RESOLVED that this
Resolution be placed
upon the official minutes
of this Association, that
appropriate publication
be made and copies be
delivered to Brother Bill
Whittaker.
Respectfully submitted,
MURRAY-CALLOWAY
COUNT Y
Ministerial Association
By Walter E. Mischke,
Jr., president
Jay Brigham,secretary

60 Diphthong
61 Half-masque
63 Fragile
65 Monster
66 And: Lat.
67 Harvest
goddess
DOWN
1 Church area

2 Item for
an actor
3 Preposition
4 Castro
5 Coral
Island
6 Sharpest
7 Compass pt.
8 Heraldic
bearing
9 Handle
10 Japanese
coin
12 NA's neighbor
14 Sun god
17 Lure
20 Anger
24 Above and
touching
25 Capuchin
monkey
27 Pitcher
28 Existed
29 Halt
30 Peel
32 Soaks
1

2

3

11

Answer to Monday's Puzzle

IOC MI MOM
MOM= UOCUIDU
U0 UMUCEOU
MU MUM CCOU
DOM OBIOU riuc
ODOM OBOU 0E1
OMOU OCIOU
010 IMMO 000213
UMU DODO BOUM
EMU EOM OU
BO OUCQUEU UU
UUMUEND OCOCUU
BOUM UU CUE
36 Corded cloth
37 Sedition
42 Exact
44 Consumed
46 Surface
dirt
48 Emulate
Hans Brinker
49 Alt
4

5

8

12

iii kihi

7

51 Slender
54 Cry
55 Pitcher parts
56 Paid notice
57 Land measure
59 Tin symbol
62 Negative
64 Note of scale
8

9

10

13
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35 38
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NEED ANY HELP?

GETTING ON THE OL'
COMMERCIAL BANDWAGON,
EH GOING AFTER T1405E
516 I-talY BUCKS, NUN ?

er•-',
9112 lineed Feet.. Syndicate Inc

*Minimum balance of $2,500.00 must be maintained each month to
earn the money market rate that month. If balance falls below
minimum, earnings will be paid at the NOW account rate for that
month.
*Deposits may be made at any time in any amount.

NANCY—THE
PHONE'S FOR
YOU

IF IT'S THAT
CUTE NEW BOY
IN CLASS,
I'LL COME TO
THE PHONE---

-BUT IF IT'S SLUGGO

PRETENDING HE'S
THE NEW BOY IN
CLASS, I'M NOT IN

1/
AlARK
1.45K

*Up to 6 preauthorized transfers to third parties per month are permitted. 3 such transfers may be made by check or draft.
YOU STILL \/
l I TAKE DIET
PAYEN'T
PILLS TI-IREE
TIMES A PAY
LOST ANY
WEIGNT

*No limit on the number of withdrawals made in person or by mail.

Ministerial Association
does hereby propel:1y express regret for losing
such a valuable member
of our Association sod
citizen of our community
and further express our.
gratitude for the rewarding experiences derived
from our association with
Brother Bill, and extend
our best wishes to him
and his family in all
future endeavors.

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

MX missile supporters, opponents expect senate approval
WASHINGTON(AP)—
Supporters and opponents of the MX missile
agree that the Senate is
likely to go along with
President Reagan and
vote money to buy the
new nuclear weapons.
"I think we are close to
working something out,"
Sen. John Tower, RTexas, chairman of the
Senate Armed Services

whom we have had the
distinct privilege of working in the common cause
of ministry to the community,and
WHEREAS, he has
served as president and
as chairman of various
committees and thereby
furthered the cooperative
impact of the Association
to serve Jesus Christ and
witness to His truth
within the life of the community,and

LET ME SEE ONE
OF THE PILLS

TNI5 MAY BE
YOUR PROBLEM

*More than 3 checks written in one month will result in a $10 service
charge.
*An overdraft or return item will result in a $10 service charge.
*A

monthly statement.
3095!

*Free Checks.
*No other charges or fees.

THERE'S NO REASON
WHY YOU HAVE TO
MAKE MATTERS
Th WORSE
Is

*Security Federal reserves the right to require at least 7 days notice
prior to withdrawal or transfer or funds.

Security Federal
Savings & Loan
Asso.

1300 Johnson Blvd.

BUT EVEN X THEYAL
WALK OUT,I'LL STICK
BY YOUR
5IDE 64s7;
i

759-1234

ULRICH ,I'M HAVING A TALK WITH
1GUR SL4/E5. IF 'CU MOVE,I'LL MA&H
lt3L1 WITH THiS
Ft7TATO MASHER.
601 IT

.n°
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2. Notice

NEW •
ARRIVALS
14 4.Geld
Cbeims

CUM
JEWELRY
mad• t• 'y•Or
specification. We
repair &OW, aim
lisp, set stones etc.

'WS hoary sew
•Ilarrhiglemis
•C Chain
%mauls.
'lex end rat* dans
NIX off
GOU7& SILVER
WNOLESAti
JEWELERS
(Ins)de Vereea's
Western Store)
Obrimit Pins
Nrs. 9-9 Deily
1-4 Smoke

GOLD &
SILVER
WHOLESALE
JEWELRY
(lasida Vireos
Wester. Stars)
Olympic Plan
His. 9-9 Deify
1-6 Sway

"If you

ii

.

of personal service
is gone, you don't

NOTICE
Psi veer teevesimeace,
Setter free ear Sans Ow.
se b• at tier abmweess
Irmo 11:30 PM to SiN 1111
IS Moneys, Teestleys,
lbursdow and Marys.
P114110115, OUISMOMU,
PONTIAC, GOMM
1446 IL lads
7535318

have insurance with
National Life and
Accident.
"

An NIT Company

Country singer will play
for Holiday Banquets
and private parties, etc.
Reasonable rates. Call
Roy Mitchell, 759-1799.

Ed
Box 64
Murray, Ky
42071

HOUSE
MOVING

Nava 5 eishart•s? Cal I
759-4444 for on inspiratinal message to
hrightem your day.
Childress's tape 7594445.

'

Need a Noun Moved,
Basement or Fmaidetin Work. C
Mac Gore.
GORE HOUSE
MOVING
901-247-5285
Perrier, Tn.

Before Xmas Sale. 20.
off everything in store,
sale runs Dec, 9.through
Dec. 19 only. Including
oak furniture, glass,
china, lamps. Paris
Landing County Store
on 121 at Paris Landing.
Call 901-642-8119.

PUBLIC
TRANSPORTATION
AVAILABLE
Murray Calloway
Coonty Transit City
County Service.
753-9725
.%

COMPLETE
TUNE-UP
4-6-8 Cyl. $35.00.
Parts and Labor With
Conn.
ON Change And Lobs
$11.00 Complete With
Conon.
Big Discounts on
blemished tires with
fun warranty. Many
sizes end types.

ECONOMY
TIRE L
SERVICE

Santa Suit Rental. M
Tuxedo. Call 759-4073.

Need Cash? We buy arid
sell Depression Glass &
Fiestaware. Bel Air
Decor Store.

Mini
Bike
For
Sale
for up to 8 hours.
Good condition.
Coll 753-4092.

FARM AUCTION
FRIDAY, DECEMBER 17th, 11112
1000 &M.- RAIN OR SHE
MR. AND MRS. PAUL WADE, OWNERS
CAYCE. KENTUCKY

: tom

Esse 1 lelle To Hwy. 1907 Proceed North To Salo
.
Mal From Fulton, Ky. Tani Hwy. Si North s
To Hwy.94 Proceed West e MING To Hwy.1907
Proceed North To Sale Sion
J.D 4320 w/113 4x38 Cis., Wts., Du H.•!HC 480
Dsi 3 Pt. • A.C.-WID iv/3Pu, Pr. Steering • J.D. 106
Combine wtter Plat.. Cab, Chopper, & 43.5w Corn
Heed • INC-TD-I DOZO• -Series B", Pr. Shift. 407
Engine, Canopy, Hyd. TM Blade, S.N. 22866 •
Graham 13 Tris Chisel Plow iv/Midwest Harrow •
J.D - SWF 18' wing Fold Disc • 1999-F-750
Truck Tractor, 5+2 Trans • 1963 Chevy 2 Ton Or.
Truck wi2 *nod • Pheiesn 12 Ton Lo Boy • J.0.F125-5•18" Plows • 420" Transport Gr Auger •
21'4" Transport Dr Auger w/Eiec. Motor • Hay &
Grain Elevator • IHC-11 Hole? Or Drii • Seed
Cleaner • Uesid. Truck and Tractor Tires •
Row Rotary Hoe • Honda ATC-90 • 1000 Gd F
Tare • Soy. Srnai Tanks • 1HC-T Mower • 1
Gal. L-Shsped Fuel Tank • 12 Volt Gas Ptimp
Rve-Case Suit Coss Wts. • Hyd. Truck Hoist •
airy 296-AC-DC Weider • 10 Ton Hyd. Press • 16
DM Press • 3 Ton Hyd Shop Crane • 20 Ton Hyd.
Jack • V." Socket Set • Two-Skwors Jacks
Handy Man Jack • Nuts. Bolts & Wrenches • J.D.
Row Cumywor • 11 Rosso Bemire • 1-Lo4 of 4W'
8" Stew Wire • Ford Post Hon Now •
706-C Round Bala.• Duck Wort and Registers •
06,000 BTU Gas Hearer • 45,033 BTU Gas
• 91•HiTrap • Four-Con Bea Traps
For hManaollon Conlect pod Wode 1112430-44211.
r

.4s- ft

loft
153-1805
New Far Yew
*Schaal
Kier&
Party
1101111

WOULD YOU
LIKE TO
OWN THE
MOST
COMPLETE
STORE
IN MURRAY?
Get in touch wail es, sod
become the owner of a Mar
tgonsery Ward Sales Agency
with • line ot over IMAM
hems to sell
Were iookine for Sales
Amnia - ambitious beebandiwit• teems with me
urge to break net on their
own. And, we may have Just
what you're looking for
Our unique Sides Agency
Store program offers sa
citing opportunity to operate
• Wanes'of your own with
•small investment,and also
gives you the opportunity to
take sdinuitade of the investment we've already
made, as well as over•century of Catalog business experience. Once you become
a Sales Agent, you can use
Wards mime, catalogs and
credit. Sell our branded
merchandise, and have aced./ to the same sydems,
concepts and materials we
use to operate our companyowned stores. Best of all,
your investment will probably be considerably Is.
than would be required for•
regular retail business with
similar sates volume
you are willing to accept
responsibility. in return for
a future in your own
business, we'd like to talk
about your personal
qualifications and give you
more details about our plan
Write or phone today.
tarry asublin
21411. Sewer 116.
SlowesMils, 01145265
($13)782-52.9
It

r
•
r-Lij

JAMES R. CASH

A
5. Lost and Found
Lost Bassett Hound, tan
and white male. Last
seen 44 miles SW of
Dexter. Reward. 7537269.

6. Help Wanted
Full time position at
Calloway County ASCS
office, Bel Air Shopping
Center. 753-1781.
OFFSHORE OIL JOBS.
Make over 30,000 a
year, no experience
necessary. Details.
Stamp to: OFFSHORE,
Box 973, Murray, Ky.
42071.
OIL CO. OPENINGS.
Off shore rigs. No
experience necessary.
Start immediately. $35,
000 plus a year. For
information call 1-312920-93641, ext. 17748.
Someone to do light
housekeeping one day a
week. Call 753-5870.
TEXAS OIL COMPANY
needs mature person
M/F to sell full line of
high quality industrial
lubricants. Liberal
commissions, protected
territory, thorough
training program. For
personal interview,
send work history to
A.B. Lins, Southwestern
Petroleum, Box 7119, Ft
Worth,'TX. 76101.

9. Situation Wanted
Want to rent small
house in country. 489
2615.

14. Want to Buy
Raw furs, raccoon, red
fox, gray fox, muskrat
mink, coyote, opossum,
beaver
Owen McClellan, P.O. Box 63,
Pulaski, III. 62976,
Phone 618 342-6316.

15. Articles for Sale
Hairstyling Shop and
Equipment. Paris,
Tenn. Complete $1,500.
3 Stations, 3 Flo. lights,
3 hydrolic chairs, 3
mats, 2 dryers, steel
shampoo bowl, 4 small
mirrows, Barbicide
Jars, Bullitan Board
(small), Uni Perm
machine, standing tray,
rollers, metal desk and
chair, standing ash
tray. 3 trash cans,
hide a-bed couch, chair,
coffee table, large glass
showcase, metal stor
age cabinet, Sears
washer and dryer. 44291156 or 247-3714.
For Sale - New shipment of desks, chairs,
and file cabinets. Ross
& sons Salvage Martin,
T N 3 5 2 3 7.
Phone 901 587 2420

ff.

41. MORO*

Freebies WOW Neve
1134113.
Ponderosa Flreploce
laimpri with fan Cali
Wore* in. /99-10417

For
Sale
Pb Id MAIN

31. MisesIlsolab

- Mole Raider.

1.111•11•11
111‘111111110
isolhoida Cowls.
Monag.lealesky

753-82110

16.HoeFuld*.

I

Antique clocks ter sate.
excellent condition.
large selection to
choose from, also do
antique clock repair.
7534347 after 5p.m. or
ytinit on weekends.
Antique oak 4 drawer
filing cabinet. $3. Call
753-1223.

17. V03018 Clews
Christmas Special. All
Cleaners reduced, including repo-vacuum
cleaners, A I condition
Kirby Demonstrator
reduced below cost, 2
year guarantee. We
have a full lino of rebuilt
and used cleaners,
Kirbys, Electrolux.
Filter Queen, Hoov•rS.
Euretkas. We repair any
make full line of parts.
Call 7.59-401 or come by
Kirby Sales and Service, Court Square.

/1.ApIL Forked
For rent, I bedroom
duplex, 411 N. 5th,
Murray.in-an.
One bedroom, near
isciumtown Murray. 153
4109, 762-6654 or
A164I44.
One bedroom, fur
nishetd, available Dec
22 Day, 7534294 or
night, 7$34194
Small furnished apt. for
girl. 713-3146.
Two bedroom opt Call
753-9204 after 4p.m.

19. Farm Equipment
Now is the season to
prepare that Ag
Industrial Unit for the
coming spring. For
front to back overhaul.
Call 436-2361. Try US for
the best buys in
undercarriages.

33. karts for Rot

One sleeping room,
available for male.
753-1194.
Room for rent. $40 plus
22. Muskal
utilities. Soo Bob Collie,
Baldwin organ, pianos. 1620 Miller. 4:30-69.m.
Player pianos. Practice Sleeping rooms, repianos, organs. Your frigerator in hall, privcomplete music store ate entrance. Zimnext to Penney's. merman Apartment. S.
Lonardo Piano Co., lath. 753-6609.
Paris, Tenn.
United Ministry Center,
Weber upright piano. 1611 Olive St (1 block
Reconditioned by and behind Granny's Porch)
bought from Lonardo's $295 Spring Semester.
of Paris, Tn, Call 753- Girls. Rooms available
In Dec. at end of this
0126 after 6p.m.
semester. House has
23. Exterminating
kitchen, study room, TV
with cable, gas appliances and air conditioning. 753-3531 or
753-6783.

34. Houses for Rent

NITC7;01111E

HOUSE FOR SALE
Located /
3
4 mile from lake. Partially
Completed 2 bedroom home ready to
complete as you want. Owner must sell
and will finance. Call 759-1405.

TIE L - A

Rest Tour

+

Runs on electric

East Mein
753-5500

IL WoeForellio

2.1181b

S;31E

Free Inspection.
Licensed, Bonded, Insured. Serval! Termite
and Pest Control Co.
1300 E. Wood, Paris,
Tenn. Eddie Williams,
Ph. 75.3-8779, 9 to S.

24. Miscellaneous
CARS $100! TRUCKS
$75! Available at local
gov't sales. Call
(refundable) 1-3/2•931 5337, ext. 17748 for your
directory on how to
purchase 24 hrs.
Craftsman 225 Pc. Tool
Set w/4 drawer box.
Used 2 wks, like new,
550. Inquire w/DenniS
at Rudolphs Goodyear,
12th and Glendale.
FIREWOOD, good
hardwood (oak,
hickory, etc.) $25 rick.
Delivered. 527-3984.
FIREWOOD. Seasoned
oak and hickory Ill" and
22". $29 a rick, Greenwood. $25 rick, delivered and stacked.
753-9600.
Firewood. 49-2615.
Firewood delivered and
stacked. $25 a rick.
489-2231.
Hay for sale, square
bales, 2-15 in. snow tires
for pickup truck. Call
436-2204.
Humidifier Sears ConSole Model, 3 speed fan
with humidity control,
S75.49-246 after 5p.m.
Raw Fur Hite Fur &
Root Co. Paducah, Ky.
443-6139.
u

v Radio

Philco 25" color TV,
dark wood cabinet,
works good. $200. 7591101.

/I. Mobile Home Recitals
Mobile Home 10140,
natural gas, furnished,
nice. Mobile Home
Village. 753-3895.
Nice two bedroom
trailer near Murray, no
Pets. Call 1192611.
Nice two bedroont'trailer near Murray, no
pets. Call 489-2611.
Trailer for rent, see
Brandon Dill at Dill',
Trailer Ct.
Two bedroom in Cernterridge Sued,, Rt. 6,
Murray. 302-338-14141.
Two bedroom traitor, 14
miles north of Alma
Heights. 753-5618.

21, Heating-COON
For sale, Wood StoveAtlanta Homesteader,
used one season, $200.
GE electric dryer, M.
Frigidaire Washer
needs timer, free with
dryer. Polaroid SX-70
camera with carrying
case, 160. Call 437-4994.

Four bedroom, I bath,
gas floor furnace. 304 S.
16th. Coleman Real
Estate. 753-90911.
Near Aurora, 6 yrs. old,
3 bedroom, electric end
wood heat, water furnished. $160 plus deposit. 442-56/1.
Three bedroom house
near Ky. Lake, washer
and dryer included,
deposit required. 753896.1 after 5p.m.
Three bedroom, rent
$225 plus deposit. 7536129.
Two bedroom near
downtown, married
couples. $115 per month.
Deposit and references
753-6479 after 4:30 p.m.
Two bedroom, all elec
tric, water furnished,
$00 a month plus de
POW, Hwy
121 S
753-5405

Pets-Suppiies
AKC Australian Cattle
Dog puppies "Blue
Heeler!". Champion
Import working father,
working mother. 4362858.
AKC Golden Re
trievers, I female, 3
months old, all shots.
Call 1-1185-0055.
AKC Great Dane puppies, price negotiable.
Call after 5:00, 492-4812.
Doberman puppies. Call
before 4 : 30P.M
762-6851.
Make that Xmas puppy
a delight forever. Dog
obedience classes are
for all dogs age 2 mo.
and up. Mary Adelman.
436-2851.
Minature Dachshund
puppies, 11 weeks old,
had shots and wormed,
$50 each. 753-1308 after
4PmPit Bull Stud Service
UKC Registered. "PR"
Pitcher's Roszo. Call
901-507-6032 after ep.m.
Yellow Nape Amazon
tame and talking. Tame
African Grey. Mexican
Double Yellow head
talking. Tame Mexican
red head. Canary.
Tropical birds Of Para.
dim. 753-4106.

4Real Estate

12th at S
TELEPHONE 763-1051
Appointments wok
far year costriaince.
Fall time sales
associates main;
pines.
Ws'deny.
1bwost IiiO . .753 7721

m-ne

iron Marl MAI
Cw Spam

limenti

istan
111-301

R•ail

WW0witteCood
Owen Imo horpubwe
Indbills Wein Ibee
1,111Cidineor Mewl
away,lam* 411071
(102)713-011ts
awl=
MIL 111111111
Weber
ilowised -'-

Like new three
bedroom, 14 bath
home in Lynnwood.
Hamm hes bean lived in only ene year.
Heat pump for
economic utility
bill, and all
alumni= trine for
easy =Woomera
Priced at $41,NO.
Call KOPPERUD
REALTY 7ss-1nl.
Today.

44. Lotsfor Sate
Lovely wooded lot
located In nice subdivision. Only $6,000. For
more information call
Spann Realty Assoc
753-7724.

45 Farmsfor Sale
62 Acre on Hwy. 799,
North of Kirks'''. good
tobacco barn, will sell
all or part. $19,600.
4119-2425.
HALFWAY TO
HEAVEN or maybe
even closer
row cropping, livestock or a
combination of both •
tobacco barn,
MI11010,141, terrevitsie
house, year round
spring-fed creek runs
through the property
into a 30 acre water
shed lake Oh, yes,
ladies, there Is a four
bedroom brick home
pampered by its
owners. What more
could you ask on this 293
acre country estate?
Possible assumable
loan of $152,000 at 7. to a
qualified buyer. Yes
dial 753-1492 at Century
21 Loretta Jobs
Realtors.

46. Homes for Sale
1804 Westwood is the
location of this three
bedroom, cedar home.
Electric heat pump;
disposal, range and
dishwasher; drapes and
carpet, thermopane
windows and extra insulation. City water and
sewer. $47,000. Roberts
Realty Co. 753-1651.
By owner, or rent, low
payment 4 blocks to
Court House, single
family, 5 bedroom, 2
bath or duplex, 9 rooms,
1 acre, 2 car
garage, fruit trees.
Owner financing 7534307 or 436-5109.
Completely remodeled
older home In Hazel
with all new wiring and
plumbing 3 bedroom,
family room, utility and
well equipped kitchen
with range and refrigerator. Priced to
Sell quick at $11,300.
Call Spann Realty AsSoc. 753-7714.
Cramped, need room?
There lots of room in
this 4 bedroom home
located in Kirksey area,
an older home with
modern decorating,
large dining room, den,
living room. Has large
closed in front porch,
best of all Is priced only
S21,500. Morgan
Trevathan and Gun
Realtor, 753 4000 or
40,-n"For Land Sakes! Don't
miss out on these buys:
1607 College Farm
Road, S13,0110; 415 North
4th (zoned business)
111,0430; 413 North 5th,
$15,900; 703 Broad, $17,
900. Our CENTURY 21
agents will NIP You by
calling 753-102
CEN•
IVRY 21 Loretta Jobs,
Realtors.
Price just reduced on
this luxurious 4 bedroom home on wooded
acre adjoining Country
Club Golf Course. Quality construction and
tastefully decorated
throughout Many Outstanding features and
attractive owner financing. Phone KOP
PERUD REALTY 753
1222 for all the details.
Urs

IL Ilmosstridt

3110 31C1

Itecenity Neest Welt,
lcetCd resideatial
boIldbig *em Larkspur
Drive adj•laino
Gatenerame Suomi+
Men 001orml at SUN
Owner tisiaecine
~deli* Koppel!uo
RIAtTY.701212
Throe godrosin twine
with basement overt
moots, pies another
name with two avert
mew% Cisme to lementrea
section U.S..eee goo
PIRUD REALTY 753
1112
Two bedroom. 1 11
acres. 7 miles NW et
Murray en SOS 434 3512.
Where The Buffalo
Roomed and the deer
still play
nature
lovers, take note! Pric
*less trees storr•und
this rustiC built like new
three bedroom Name
Enjoy tnat park like
yard on your deck
Floor plan is open and
specious Unusual op
porfuntty for the city
ethiveller to live In the
country
Call CEN
Tun Y 21 Loretta Jobs.
Realtors today at 753
102

FOR
SALE
tarp wolorolito
Ione, 5 bedroom
Mb end as Also,
3% befits, two
prow (ottosiod)31
MI family now WM
fireplace, tad
**me I liwbg
row, tome! howl
wW dr, Intorno,
piowo and widevidow
loth tbroosioot, city
water wwwy tem. 1
12 aro lot lo plot
solidlohios $ odo.
Imo dowotowo Ism
$15 pot so. ft. II
pwroloosW Wore Ow.
31.

isrdas011ool
Free Eltion•tos
Satisfied I...oranges,
von Mum Comma"
lUglid1gOort Cinema)
Len Cannel Csikewing
MGM
10/11 Peatlac Grand
Wart Station Wagon
mime 753 woo
1979 Demo tie Mallen
**Wk. NM mileage.
ewe earner, line now.
ertlei for Cali We nu in
Ceedvseter
NW 2 111 Camaro. t 1110.
✓ O. sietentatic. P S.,
P
an. croft.. NIL
electric Ammer% mid
locks. AM-PM logo.
new tiros ?SSGPIS
lea Renee'? Le Car.
excellent condition,
good gas *Mooge, 4
speed. LIM/ Cats tle
Ad.$ an
MI

Commie. Nub. erica
easements. t•ion
'aliens. @rive ways.
stdowalks. potters. end
:Iiinineys Pre* is
tionotots Can PSI SOS
FREE ISTimATIS en
%UsiTrvds
all MOM/I. Plyinging.
1144 IS patteeneer 011••• painting and well mime
maxi van wen virmileurs needs leceisood Call
75111112W 7S)-1473
alt the way arevnd
ems shove, inquire at
Sucy's Market in Atm'
Heights Day 753 NU or
night 752 1461
tNTEItiOR
1874 Chevrolet pickup. 6
EATERIOR
•:ylinrMr. straight MON
PAINTING
11.450 Call 75.1 0457
1974 GMC. straight
ALLPAPERING
shift. 4 cylinder ?SO
4103O

PAINT IN(

53. Unica Mired

7534716
753-5212

MID 11101111111
IS pun soporiowto.
kiwi floors oft
soodullto.
DONAU
'LOON CO.
354-6127

GENERAL HOME
REPAIR IS years lx
Owner 153-4363 lieriencet Carpentry.
concrete, plumbing,
ivesisp.
roofing, sliding
NO
JCHI TO SMALL. Free
estimates Days 474
47. Molorcries
2159, nights 474327*.
For sale, 1902 Honda P&M Tree Sefiricit
110, 3 wheeler, Ilka new. lopping, taking down
and romovot. Per free
1475. 404824.
estimates. Caii 4374117
Honikt X11110, 1200 firm
Appliance service
Cati 733-2473.
Washer, dryers.
IL Auto Services
freezer, refrigerator,
electric heat, and
Having, trouble starting microwave All brands
your car on these cold serviced. Call 701322.
mornings? We have lust
what you need. Factory
Rebuilt Heavy Duty
Batteries! $25 Ex
change. Call Aim°
N ights Battery.
753-0435.
Hones XR-110,S200 firm
Call 753-2473.

0. Usiel Cars

0.•

APPLIANCE SIR
✓ ICE. Menem'''.
**stilton 0 trIle.
Whirlpool
20 years
'Ass is' *AA •Il
experience Parts end
Service lobby Homier
Tree frininiinp and
lob's Appliance Ser
removing h•cleies and
vice 202 S Sth St
753 4172
753 1116 *Mutts Tree estimates
753 5176
(home).
Will do piumbing. twat
ing, carpentry. painting
MeiWINN
one rooting Cali 753

Appliance repair work
all brands Specialize in
Teppen Call 7S3 5341 or
354-6956 Earl Lovett

nil

I

ROOf
P11081181S1
Needs seamed

itioat

awl.
Mild Al or

ResIdestlel. tont
references. Cal llegh
Oviised, 759-17)1 an
753-$376.

DOUBLE 0
WANING
SUM
We de soy type
of deeming.
474-1131

•

wili haul white rock.
sand, lime, rip rap an
rnasOriary .and, coal
Call Layton Hutson •
7534345
Will rake leaves and do
other odd lobs Call
75, 1270

1976 Datsun 2110Z 2x2,
automatic, light blue,
factory air, AM -FM
stereo tape. Priced lc
AWN= sof
11111111
Whey(
Sell by owner. Call
IOW
!
753-1799 after 3:30p.m.
dig and Aloodwow
We
modelle
moor
1977 Cutlass Supreme
trim ter al beesie 1s. It
test plastic wok, laBroughum, rod, black
MIN PlItelol.
top, wire whe•ls,
stol into. Iwo ood
lea Girrer
loaded, all options $2,
•
000. Call 492-8864.
75348
r
Intsega
;
l &
1929 Chevy, 4 dr ,
excellent condition, lob's Home Improve
'WI
looks and runs great. merit, 17 years building
remodel
experience,
MEW
1111Ult
LUSO. Call 753-1223.
1970 Chevrolet Wagon, ing, additions, concrete
N1-3444474
work. repairs. mineral
wluepage rack and air
home maintaince. Call
8300. 753-62/1 after S.
753-4501.
1972 Oldsmobile, 43.1100
actual milers, damaged
56. Free Calms
p. and If
left front. Only 5195. •
We to,
•.
Coleman Real Estate.
Free two male Pussiten
&
7534098.
kittens, approximately
,f, .0, ftrii-.
7 weeks old, blue gray,
1973 Super Beetle VW,
playful and healthy,
excellent condition. 759litter box trained Call
to • pia 1•",ne
1047 before Sp m,
753 3533 after 69 m
1975 Chevrolet Manta
STUDif,
ARTER
Siemese kitten found
Carlo Landau, good •
?
Call 159 46.47,
condition. Call 7534124.

WELL

.
•
•
•

•

(11) PIONEER*
nP-5201 MINI

•

•
•
•

•

Reg. $209.95
Reg. $299.95

Fits
Most
Imports

$209"

Oer Price

C4r Price $1 5995

Meiry Med* To Geese Fres
Our prices ors is cheep, or cheaper time yew
wholesale Wale,prices.
Whoa you hey set of tore, yes, have to go beck
Him for service.
klieg year Wales with you aid compere prices
end service.
"We *vice What We Sell"

"World of Sound
222 So. 12*

•
1
a

•
•
;5
.

•

4

753-51165

'
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OBITUARIES
Infant girl
dies; rites
at cemetery
Alicia Ruth Moreland,
infant daughter, died
Monday at the MurrayCalloway County
Hospital.
Survivors are her
parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Edward Moreland, one
'sister, Sonia Karol
Moreland, and one
'brother, Bryon Edward
Moreland, all of Rt. 2,
Wingo.
Also surviving are her
grandparents, Mr. and
:Mrs. Howard Moreland,
Rt. 1, Mayfield, and Mr.
:and Mrs. Ted Crutcher,
:Murray.
Graveside rites are today at 2 p.m. at Poyner's
,Chapel Cemetery. The
'Rev. Charles Nelson is officiating.
Hopkins and Brown
Funeral Home of Wingo
is in charge of arrangements.

Mrs. Clark
dies;funeral
Wednesday
• Mrs. Opal Edith Clark,
74, Rt. 1, Puryear, Tenn.,
died Monday at 4:58 p.m.
at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
She was a member of
Mt. Pleasant United
Methodist Church where
she served as organist.
Mrs. Clark was a 1928
graduate of Hazel High
School. Born April 25,
1908, in Calloway County,
she was the daughter of
the late Elmus Wilson
and Stella Osbron Wilson.
Mrs. Clark retired in
1970 from Krese's,
Detroit, Mich., and moved to Henry County,
Tenn., in March 1971 with
her husband, Garlon E.
Clark, after his retirement from Ford Motor
Co.
Survivors are her husband; one daughter, Mrs.
Joe Pat (Lola) James,
and one grandson, Ross
Clark Jones, 803 Doran
Rd., Murray; one sister,
Mrs. Collie (Leva) Stubblefield, and one brother,
Earl Nix Wilson, Sr., both
of Rt. 2, Hazel.
One brother, William
Ira Wilson, preceded her
in death.
The funeral will be
Wednesday at 1:30 p.m.
in the chapel of Miller
Funeral Home, Hazel.
The Rev. Mark McCallon
will officiate. Mrs.
Oneida White will be
pianist and soloist.
Pallbearers will be Clifford White, Otis Wilson,
Preston Terry, Wilburn
Clayton, Tilman Clayton
and Edward Brent
Clayton.
Burial will follow in Mt.
Pleasant Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after 2 p.m.
today (Tuesday).

r11271.
Today's
lowestpriced
pidcup!"
111

- 0 Imc
1983
Mazda B2000 Sundowner

$5288
Thrv INK. 31, 1912

Geed

Standard features include:
•5-speed overdrive
•Steel-belted radials
/
2B-14 wheels
•51
•Swing-out side vent
windows
•Tinted glass
•Breathable vinyl 3passenger bench seat
•In-box tie-down bars
• And much more!
'Induct,&dor prep Ire** awry".
L.
,114 errwr rctions extra
t Bard con romryin1041 04 MOS ..igroted
retail pro., nd r•ndorl ,retent Se•
1
low our deal

Carroll Mazda
SOO Clombrort
Mornay
133-11850

Stalls' rites to be Wednesday
The funeral for Buel E.
Stalls, Sr., will be
Wednesday at 2 p.m. in
the chapel of Max Churchill Funeral Home. The
Rev. John Stalls and the
Rev. C.M. Morrison will
officiate. Milton
Gresham will be soloist
and Margaret Wilkins
will be organist.
Pallbearers will be
Donnie Peal, Terry
Stalls, Stacey Stalls,
James Tipton, Jerry
Jones and Kevin
McDaniel. Burial will
follow in Murray City
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
Mr. Stalls, 61, 407 North
Fifth St., died Monday at
4:02 a.m. at MurrayCalloway County
Hospital.
The Murray man had
operated the Murray
Machine and Tool Co. and
had been a member of the
Murray City Council. He
was a retired lieutenant
colonel of the United
States Air Force, a past
master of Murray Lodge
No. 105 Free and Accepted Masons and a
member of Calvary Temple Pentecostal Church of
God.
He is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Mildred
McDaniel Stalls; one
daughter, Mrs. Sam
Jessen, Mt. Vernon, Ill.;

three sons, Buel E.Stalls,
Jr., and Fred Paul Stalls,
Murray, and Michael
Frank Stalls, Knoxville,
Tenn.; two foster sons,
Delbert and Ray
Newsome, Murray.
Also surviving are two
sisters, Mrs. Huel Jones
and Mrs. Gene Peal, Murray; two brothers, Lonnie
Edwin Stalls, Tecumseh,
Mich., and Rexie O.T.
Stalls, Murray; 11 grandchildren; two greatgrandchildren.

Rites Monday
at chapel
for Mr. Wyatt

Final rites for Connie
Lee Wyatt were Monday
at 2 p.m. in the chapel of
Blalock -Coleman
Funeral Home. Webb
Hall, John L. Hicks and
Jewell Norman officiated. Singing was led
by John Wyatt and Jim
Hurt.
Honorary pallbearers
were Alonzo Williams,
Holman Jones, John
Wyatt, O.D. McKendree,
Willie Bradshaw, Lindon
Ferguson, Harold Wood,
Bert Garland, Bill Dillon,
Henry James, Bethel
Jones, Terry Walters,
John Dale, Lake Riley,
Norman Bennett and
Wayne Hardie.
Active pallbearers
were John and Glenn
Young, Terry and Gary
Roberson, Mike Wyatt,
Phillip Jones and Greg
Prices furnished by First
Garland.
of Michigan, Woodman
Burial was in Murray
Bldg.
Memorial Gardens.
lndustrtal Average
+L1.118
Mr. Wyatt, 79, Rt. 1,
Air Products
34% +le Almo, a Church of Christ
Amen= WW1
A +% minister for 63 years,
Ashland
a% +1% died Saturday at 4:45
Amami1%ligiser
IA +/
3
4 p.m. at Lourdes Hospital,
aryier
Doped
II% +%
Ford
35% +1% Paducah.
3.A.r
immix
He is survived by his
stern!Dynamies
33 +1%
General Motors
ill +1% wife, Mrs. Johnnie
General Tire
17 -14 Darnell Wyatt; two
Goodnd
a% +14
Goodpar
Wu +V4 daughters, Mrs. Henry
Gulf Oil
34% -% Buchanan and Mrs. Steve
1.8.11
IR +14
J.C. Penney
St 34 Roberson, Murray; one
Jerwo
s .1111 Vie son, Dan William Wyatt,
Kmart
33% wsc
Mary Kay
311% +% Rt. I, Alrno; one sister,
Penwell
30 unc Mrs. Nonnie Gordon,
Quaker Oats
43% +%
Texaco
31% +% Taylor, Mich.; one
U.S. Tobacco
734 -14 brother, Obine
Wyatt,
34+2
Val Mart
.
Wawdy's
15% +% Pickett, Ark.; nine
15334 194A grandchildren; 14 greatWarn
C E F Yield
411 grandchildren.

Stock market

Senate sent legislation aboutroadblocks on surplus grain
WASHINGTON(AP) —
Despite warnings that
Congress may be acting
hastily, the Senate is being sent legislation
removing roadblocius to
President Fteagan's plan
for giving surplus grain
to farmers who reduce
production.
The measure was pushed through a subcommittee and approved on a
voice vote by the Senate
Agriculture Committee in
a few hour', only five
days after Reagan endorsed the so-called
payment-in-kind' program.
"There's so much
uncertainty over this,"
Sen. John Melcher, DMont., said Monday.
"There areLiotr ixelines
En here, no
The program,
originated 50 years ago
and used extensively in
the 1980s, is intended to
bolster market prices by
significantly reducing
1983 production of wheat,
corn, rice and cotton —
while disposing of the
huge surpluses of those
commodities. The
surpluses have been
blamed for the third
straight year of declining
farm income.
If successful, the program could also slash
billions from the federal
budget.
William Lesher,
Reagan's chief farm
economist, said the program would probably last
two years, with the 1983
goal being to cut a billion
bushels from the corn
harvest and 500 million
bushels from the wheat
harvest
Lesher said the administration intends to
limit land taken out of
production in either year
to less than 50 percent in
any county to minimize
the impact on businesses
that rely on farmers.
To head off critics
afraid the program will
actually drive prices
lower, Lesher said the administration is considering a number of proposals
to insure orderly

marketing. He said they
include short-term
federal loans and governmeat storage payments.
Critics say that without
some kind of marketing
tool, the program will
just force financially
strapped farmers
needing ready cash to
dump grain on the
market all at once,
thereby forcing already
depressed prices even
lower.
"I can assure you we
are not going to have all
that grain come on the
market at one time,"
Usher told the committee, "It would be a
disaster."
Senate backers said
they may try tacking the
plan on to another
measure that is closer to
final passage as the Con-

greas beads into the waning days of the lame-duck
session.

Kika de Is Garza, 13- De is Garza said lag
Texas, has sail the pima week he doubted Mere
is too coinpiex and impor- could be any action
But House Agriculture tant to
be handled without before the new Congress
Committee Chairman full review in
the
convanasJan.3.
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CRASS FURNITURE
753-3621

Downtown Murray

103 So. 3rd

Starting Nov. 211 We Will
B. Opts On Sundays
2 A.M. to 12 P.M

Italian Spaghetti
Special
$ 49
111

Inside Coining Only

Garlic Bread
Salad 59 Extra

With

free Refills On Drinks

99' Special For Kicis
Wednesday 11AM- lOPM

"
"
1 14l

At
Great Prices
*Shoes
*Gloves
•Headcovers
*Ball & Tees 'Bags
*Complete Sets of
Irons & Woods
•Izod Shorts, Shirts ,I
Pants, Jackets
Sweaters & Sox
•Speicality Clubs•Shag Bags,
*Everything for the Golfer
Wingfoot
Golf Shop
Next to tbe Bowling Alley
Main St., Malay 753-227
0
/

Too long ago, you say? Fact is, you can have those
good old days TODAY,with HBO!
Yes, 25e MOVIES ARE BACK on Murray Cablevision's Channel five, and you can get your HBO
CHRISTMAS CONNECTION FOR ONLY 25e if you
place your order BEFORE MONDOAY DECEMBER
20th. Just call 753-5005 any weekday between 7:
and 5:30; we will charge the 25e CONNECTION to
your account, and you'll receive your new HBO guide
each month along with your statement book.
Call 753-5005 right now & you can enjoy HBO for the
rest of December for only 25e.
Get the gift for your family that they'll enjoy 24 hours
a day,every month of the year.

ChristmasCable.
MURRAY

CABLE
VLSI!"N

Bel Air Shopping Center
South 12th Street 42071

753-5005

